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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

In late 1990s, CAS was introduced during the Ninth Plan period (1997-2002) to complement 

Liberal Promotion Policy (LPP), which aimed at reducing dropouts and repetition, 

particularly at primary level. Later, the Program Implementation Plan (PIP, 1999-2004) 

continued this concept and practice of continuous assessment of students, a mechanism 

whereby the cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains of students’ behaviour are taken 

into account in the final grading of their school performances, as one of the key elements of 

quality education.  

The Tenth Plan (2002-2007) extended CAS up to grade 5 on the basis of lessons learnt from a 

pilot program in the five Compulsory Primary Education (CPE) districts beginning in the 

year 2000/1.  The final report on Effect of CAS on Student’s Achievement, Dropouts, and 

Attendance (CDC, 2003), however, revealed that the CAS did not show any steady trend in 

the improvement of students’ achievement.Later, the report of the Joint Evaluation of Nepal’s 

SSRP Program (2009- 2016) concluded that the CAS was not yet ready to take an important 

role in ensuring sustainability due to its poor acceptance and understanding among teachers, 

pupils, parents, and decision-makers.  

The lessons learnt from SSRP paved way to revamp  the CAS  in the on-going School Sector 

Development Plan (SSDP, 2016-2023) so that assessment  intervention strategy can be  built 

on  the achievements of the SSRP focusing both formative and summative assessments to be 

more skills and learner-centred.  

The present research study was carried to explore effective measures to strengthen continuous 

assessment of students at the school level. Its purpose was to identify the provisions made for 

CAS in terms of capacity building programs, inputs like manuals and testing tools for 

teachers, portfolio for students, and   support mechanism (e.g. financial and technical) to 

schools. Likewise, it was to identify the lessons learnt and key issues facing the effective 

implementation of the CAS by the schools. It was also to explore the techniques to link the 

use of the CAS and the Letter Grade System in examination for enhancing students’ learning 

and performance. 

The study used SSRP (2009-2016), and SSDP (2016-2023) documents and Education Act 

2073 (eighth amendment) as referents. Research reports and internal monitoring reports e.g., 

final report on Effect of CAS on Student’s Achievement, Dropouts, and Attendance (CDC, 

2003), and final report of the Joint Evaluation of Nepal’s SSRP Program, 2009- 2016 were 

reviewed. The study also reviewed Program Handbook on CAS, 2056, Teachers Training 

Handbook on CAS, 2056, Teacher’s Guidebook on CAS, 2056, and Instructor’s Guidebook 

on CAS, 2056 followed by similar review of the Implementation Guide on CAS, 2068, CAS 

Implementation Guideline, 2072, and Letter Grading System Implementation Policy.  
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Research Method/ Methodology 

The study was completed in three different phases. Identifying sources of data, selection and 

size of sample districts, preparation of research tools and timeline, arranging familiarity 

workshop among related experts, and pilot testing the tools were completed during the 

inception phase. A purposive sampling of the districts (total 8 districts) and schools (total 32 

schools) to represent two EGRA implemented districts and at least one district from each 

province was made, which represented all three ecological belts i.e., Mountain, Hills and 

Terai. The basic unit for sampling in this study was a school, and therefore, at least 4 schools 

representing two urban and two rural areas from each sample district were selected. 

Likewise, field visit, interviewing /FGD with relevant and key stakeholders, categorizing and 

coding, and analyzing key events in reference to selective study reports and publications were 

completed during the assessment phase. Qualitative data were described, analyzed, and 

interpreted by (a) categorizing and coding, and (b) analyzing key experiences. The field 

experiences were constantly compared to note compliance with provisions in manuals, 

documents, guidelines and directives that were in place. 

  In the consolidatioin phase, final analysis, sharing of key findings with experts and 

practitioners, and report writing were completed.  

Provisions for CAS 

Field information on provision made for CAS, and perception of teachers and other stake 

holders were studied under different sub themes (1) Conceptual Clarity (2) Capacity building 

Manuals and testing tools (3) Student portfolio and (4) Support Mechanism. The major 

findings of the study were as follows: 

- Most of the teachers and Head teachers recognized formative assessment as mere 

formality. They failed to accept CAS as means for child friendly learning and 

evaluation. Subject teachers identified CAS as mere additional load to them. For 

parents CAS was ‘taking test time and again’ and for students CAS was ‘passing 

exam without taking test’.  

- There was seemingly lack of focused (e.g., in school demonstration/ subject focused) 

training. Training programs did not include (address) needs of all the subject teachers. 

They were inadequate (e.g., too general) to learn test item development techniques 

relating it to concerned curriculum. Trainings were not supported by evaluation and 

feedbacks. Trainings supported by on-the-spot demonstration, however, were 

relatively effective. 

- More teachers were pre-occupied with record keeping. For many teachers, CAS 

format filling was mere a forced routine work. Even in CAS implemented schools, 

student’s progress forms were filled during periodic exams for technical purpose only. 

Many teachers (and HTs as well) were not sure in what ways the total sum of tick 

marks for individual student in particular subject could be made compatible with 

exam results. Most often, CAS formats were not revisited to identify students’ 

problems, and therefore corrective measures were rarely taken.  
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- Use of portfolio had become more a technical work and formality for both HTs and 

teachers. Portfolio management in some schools was seemingly good only in the 

lower grades (grade one to grade three). Teachers and HTs were not clear on the ways 

to make evaluation of portfolio compatible with exam results. Most of the parents 

were not provided, or they were not aware of their children’s portfolio at school. In 

some schools, students’ portfolio were collected in plastic sacks and stored.  

- In the Manuals, there was clear indication of responsibilities of every concerned 

authorities and personnel for effective implementation of CAS. However, most of the 

SS and RPs were occupied with other administrative tasks; and therefore, the 

supervision of CAS and monitoring mechanism was less effective. DEO, supervisors, 

and RPs rarely managed CAS related in-house trainings.  School lacked necessary 

financial/technical support for project works, and other tools to develop psycho-social 

domains of students.  

- SMC members were less aware of CAS practices, and no programs were conducted 

from any level to aware SMC on implementing CAS at schools. As such, their 

constructive feedbacks were not observed. In the absence of proper orientation on 

meaning and purpose of formative assessment, schools found almost no supports from 

parents.  

Common Practices of CAS-Effective Schools 

Among sampled schools, few schools were purposively choosen which were supposed to do 

relatively better in implementing CAS. The study found that compared to non CAS-effective 

schools, the practices of CAS-effective schools were seemingly different. The common 

practices of CAS-effective schools were: 

- Making CAS systematic through school based operational plan. Most of these schools 

had their own school calendars, where staff meetings were scheduled once a month. 

CAS practices were focused in their agenda to discuss. 

- HTs in these schools were enthusiastic and motivated to implement CAS in their 

schools, where teachers were found accountable to HTs. There was timely distribution 

of CAS manuals and record files. CAS tools were made simple and manageable, and 

available resources were best utilized to meet them. 

- In spite of the provision of LPP, most of these schools promoted students (even in 

class 1-3) only after their students met minimum requirements to be promoted. In 

some cases, where learners didn’t achieve the basic competiencies, repetition was 

made the option. Most often, the parents of the students who failed to meet minimum 

requirements were called at school for discussion on corrective measures. 

The study concluded that even CAS-effective schools found it difficult to implement CAS in 

upper classes (e.g., class 4 to class 7). Likewise, the evaluating and rating practices were 

seemingly technical and time consuming. Therefore, it was necessary that CAS provisions in 

upper classes needed to be simple and manageable. For example, instead of using these 

multiple tools (attendance, behavioural change, creative work, project work, and class 

participation) few tools can be reduced to manageable forms. In doing so, attendance, 

behavioural change, and class participation can be brought together in observation sheets. 
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Teachers may further work on subject-specific project work and portfolio management in a 

way to make it easier and accessable.  Further, as department has already implemented Multi 

Grade Multi Level (MGML) practices, the CAS practices of MGML school (e.g., individual 

assessment, group assessment, self-assessment, and peer-assessment) at various time periods 

(e.g., before new topic is introduced, during a lesson, at the end of a topic, and at the end of 

term or school year) can be replicated. However, to implement MGML CAS practices as 

assessment choice, appropriate pedagogical training and materials are needed.  

Key Issues and Challenges in Implementing CAS 

Based on the findings on provisions made for CAS, and the perception and practices of 

teachers, HTs and other stakeholders, key issues and challenges in designing, administrating, 

evaluating, reporting, remediating, and sustaining CAS were identified.  

- Designing: One of the major issues and challenges of designing CAS was to integrate 

CAS and liberal promotion policy in an effective way. Study suggested that learners 

with learning difficulties who were held back were likely to progress being promoted 

in new grade. In some other cases, however, in achieving basic competiencies, 

repetition was the solution. To promote low performing students, and ensure that they 

received learning support was, thus, challenging. Likewise, designing contextual CAS 

manuals, and curriculum, and designing packages on in-school focused training was 

an issue. Sometimes, the national provisions for CAS were too unfriendly to distinct 

features of school in particular context. On the other hand, the central bodies needed 

to ensure uniformity among schools. 

- Administrating: Portfolio management and CAS format filling in upper classes (class 

4 to 7) were challenging. Study showed that the difficulty was observed because of 

the lack of proper coordination among various subject teachers teaching in the same 

class. There was need of proper administrative mechanism to address this gap. Active 

initiation and moderation from schools, and the establishment of separate 

administrative unit to coordinate CAS activities; to record performance records of 

individual students provided by the subject teachers; and to make CAS progress report 

of individual students was necessary but challenging. Schools needed to manage 

additional necessary resources for it. 

- Evaluating: Managing time for diagnostic testing of students’ performances was 

challenging. Study showed that assessment instruments e.g., observation schedules, 

checklists, rating scales and rubrics needed to be simplified. On the one hand, those 

checklists needed to cover overall aspects of students’ performance, and on the other, 

it had to be easy and manageable. It was often observed issue in terms of evaluating 

CAS.  

- Reporting: Lack of descriptive report on students’ progress was an issue in reporting. 

It was observed that most of the report cards of individual students (even in CAS 

effective schools), lacked enough descriptors. Under CAS heading in separate 

column, only the grade A, B, or C were observed. It lacked description of progress 

(remediation) plan and suggestions for poor performing students. However, it was 

challenging because it was time consuming for teachers. Related to it, another key 
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issue and challenges of CAS was to make remediation and enrichment backed by 

constructive remedial instructions integral to students learning assessment.  

- Sustaining: Collaborating the overall needs and contexts of particular school and CAS 

policies was vital in sustaining CAS. The study stressed the need to raise the feeling 

of ownership among teachers to make assessment tools and rating scales. Another 

way was to minimise growing negativity towards CAS among its stakeholders, which 

was also challenging because the almost two decades of poor implementation of CAS 

at schools has deeply rooted stakeholder’s negativity towards it.   

Linking the use of the CAS and the Letter Grade system 

Study found that in CAS implemented schools there was generally accepted tradition to make 

different column for CAS in progress report cards and assign Grade A, B, or C. It was more 

guided for comparison than remediation. However, the basic of CAS is that the learner’s 

performance in CAS oriented progress report cards are not supposed to score for the purpose 

of comparative rankings. Likewise, criteria to assign grades were not suggested in the report 

cards. A high range difference between these grades was the inherent problem within it, 

which needed to be specific. Research participants and experts suggested to add at least two 

grade points (e.g., A, B, C, D, and E), and come with proper descriptors (e.g., excellent, very 

good, good, sufficient, not sufficient). Criteria for the grades, competencies to be assessed 

(e.g., knowledge and understanding, practical skills, attitudes and values, and genric 

competencies) and performance indicators were to be listed in report cards.  

Recommendations 

Based on the lessons learnt from this study a set of three major recommendations in terms of 

capacity building and school-based administration of CAS are suggested.  

1. Capacity building: All prospective teachers have to have intensive and rigorous 

training on CAS. The concepts, modalities, and techniques of CAS should be included 

as integral component of teacher preparation classes of the universities. Likewise, 

concerned bodies like NCED need to include specific contents of CAS in regular, in-

service or ‘on the spot’ trainings.  Such trainings should be delivered by experts in the 

area. 

2. School based administering of CAS: It is recommended that all the schools should 

be required to make provision for a separate continuous assessment unit headed by a 

senior non-teaching staff, who is accountable to the HT. This unit should be 

responsible for systematic recording of all CAS related information of individual 

student, and collect assessment scores from the teachers so as to make entry into the 

students’ report cards. This unit can further be supported by school CA committees, 

consisting department heads and section in-charges. Though it sounds economically 

less viable in the context of Nepal, the provision has already worked as effective 

measure for CAS implementation and its sustainability in other developing countries. 

Wider debate and discussions should be carried out at policy level in this regard.  
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3. Replicating MGML CAS practices: As DoE has already implemented Multi Grade 

Multi Level (MGML) practices, some proven good CAS practices of MGML schools 

(see the section ‘common practices of CAS effective schools’ for details) can be 

replicated in other schools as well. Provisions of group assessment, self-assessment, 

and peer-assessment techniques can possibly be replicated in other schools, which 

may readily minimize the burden of subject teachers in higher classes (e.g., class 4- 

class 7). 
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1. BACKGROUND  

Assessment is a process of making judgement about student’s performance on a particular 

task. It is “ a machine for reasoning about what students know, can do, or have accomplished 

based on a handful of things they say, do or make in particular settings” (Mislevy et al, 2003). 

In many cases, assessment is to establish the extent to which learning objectives and 

competencies have been achieved. Opposed to the concept of once-for-all assessment, 

Continuous Assessment of Students (CAS), however, acknowledges educational assessment 

in broader term, which includes many procedures used to obtain information about students’ 

achievement and learning process. In other words, CAS refers to on-going, diagnostic, 

classroom-based process, where the full range of information is gathered and synthesized by 

teachers to assess students’ performance. The use of variety of assessment instruments, and 

quality of supportive feedback that follows the assessment, potentially influences students’ 

learning. In the international scenarios, formative assessment of this kind (assessment for 

learning) has already been accepted as inherent part of quality education. In this line, the 

education policy makers of Nepal are in continuous effort to find its effective 

implementation, which is even reflected in comprehensive educational reform projects like 

SSRP and SSDP among others. In this background, here follows the context and objectives of 

CAS in Nepal. It also brings into light different policy level initiatives to implement CAS, 

and brings into light the purpose of this study.  

1.1 Context and Objectives of CAS in Nepal 

Ministry of Education (MoE), Nepal, is in the process to implement recently developed 

School Sector Development Plan (SSDP). The plan has acknowledged Continuous 

Assessment of Students (CAS) as major strategic intervention at school sectors for quality 

education. This seven-year plan (July 2016 to July 2023) is to continue its efforts to ensure 

equitable access to quality education for all. Among ten different strategic priority of SSDP 

(decentralized governance and federalism, quality and effective pedagogy for improved 

learning outcomes, curriculum framework and learning materials, assessment and 

examinations, teacher management and professional development, language and education, 

equality and inclusion, enabling environment, infrastructure development and school safety, 

and capacity development), the plan has stressed that the assessment and examination system 

is yet to strengthen its focus on application and synthesis skills. In doing so, it accepted CAS, 

which can be used for the continuous diagnosis of learning gaps, aimed for corrective 

measures, as supportive means to meet this goal.   

SSDP, in general, has followed SSRP, which ran from 2009 to mid-July 2016. This latest and 

final program in the 15 year EFA National Plan of Action, 2001-2015, had focused on three 

pillars of access, inclusion, and quality, which was structured across three components: (1) 

Basic education (grade 1-8), ECED/PPE, literacy and lifelong learning, (2) secondary 

education (grade 9-12) and technical and vocation learning pilot programs, and (3) 

institutional capacity strengthening (including teacher management) for the planning, 

delivery, and monitoring of educational services and products. As envisaged in SSRP, some 

fundamental achievements were observed within these components. However, though SSRP 

stressed CAS as impactful strategic measure to ensure quality education through quality 
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assessment practice, final report of the Joint Evaluation of Nepal’s School Sector Reform 

Plan Program, 2009- 2016, came with the concluding remarks that the CAS was not yet ready 

to take an important role in ensuring sustainability. It was mainly due to its poor acceptance 

and understanding among teachers, pupils, parents, and decision-makers. 

SSRP and SSDP, as stated earlier, were not alone to stress the value of effective 

implementation of CAS for quality education. Though seemingly inadequate, some efforts to 

assess the productivity of CAS had been made before SSRP project was formally launched. 

For example, in order to bring significant progress in evaluation system in primary level, 

supported by liberal promotion policy, master plan of BPEP II had recommended 

implementing continuous evaluation of the students. Acknowledging it, Program 

Implementation plan (PIP) for 1999-2004 forwarded continuous assessment of students as 

key element of quality education. 

Initiatives on formative assessment practices were supposed to go fruitful to ensure quality 

school education. It was supposed to achieve certain objectives, which included (a) to 

evaluate learners continuously using various tools and measures (b) to increase the rate of 

learners regularity (c) to decrease the rate of drop-outs and repetition (d) to minimize the 

stress of examination in learners (e) to encourage the brilliant learners and assist the poor 

learners (e) to create happy atmosphere for the learners to be regular in school (f) to lunch 

liberal promotion policy through CAS and (g) to maximize the rate of successful achievement 

by the learners. It was also supposed to motivate learners to extend their knowledge and 

skills, establish sound values, and to promote healthy habits of study 

As such, recognizing CAS as a way of assessing pupils using a set of learning outcome 

indicators, the approach for CAS was introduced as a pilot program in five compulsory 

primary education (CPE) districts in the year 2000/01. The piloting of CAS was first 

introduced with grade 1 in 2000/01 and in subsequent years with grade 2 and grade 3. In 

course of using the CAS, strategies like materials development, training of teachers and 

monitoring of the pilot programme were carried out. All concerned teachers were provided 

with training on how to use the curriculum for teaching and assessment, how to keep students 

progress report in their portfolio, how to give individual help, how to report it. Class teachers 

were supposed to assess the students along with their teaching. 

There as well, similar to the finding of final report of the joint evaluation of SSRP program, 

final report on Effect of CAS on Student’s Achievement, Dropouts, and Attendance, 2003 

revealed that the CAS did not show any fixed trend in the improvement of students’ 

achievement. In many cases, the study revealed that the CAS students performed low 

compared to non- CAS students. Similarly, the achievement trends of the CAS students 

decreased slightly over the years from grade 1 to grade 2 and from grade 2 to grade 3. 

Though CAS has already walked a little distance ahead, it is yet to be fully comprehended by 

parents and teachers to be preferred over summative exams. The concerned authorities are 

still looking further ways for its effective implication. For example, as stated earlier, 

following SSRP, one of the notable strategic interventions of the on-going SSDP is to build 

on the achievement of the SSRP with an emphasis on making both formative and summative 
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assessment more skills and learner-centred. In this connection, it is necessary to document the 

various measures and innovations targeted to make the CAS implementation effective. In 

addition, there is a need for transformation of the CAS policies at various levels by ensuring 

the fulfilment of roles by various stakeholders. At present, the DoE, following SSDP, has 

planned to ensure the effective implementation strategies of the CAS in schools. As such, 

there is a timely need of comprehensive and yet contextual study on provisions made for 

CAS in school education of Nepal, making meanings on its key issues, and seeking 

possibilities for its effective implementation, which this study has possibly addressed. 

Finding effective ways to incorporate Letter Grading System (LGS) in CAS is another 

burning issue in present assessment practices in school education of Nepal. Recently, the 

GoN has introduced Letter Grade System in the Examination at Secondary level (e.g. class 10 

final exam) with the decision of National Curriculum Development and Evaluation Council 

on December 9, 2015. The major objectives of the Implementation Guidelines were (i) to 

validate the competencies gained by the students through learning to the extent possible, (ii) 

to convert the scores of the students with grading letter to the letter grade at 9 levels and (iii) 

to enhance the quality of education by preventing the educational loss. In lower classes (class 

1-7), however, as provisioned in CAS manuals, students are graded in 3 levels (e.g., A, B, 

and C). This on-going provision of grading practices in CAS has often been criticized as 

being less effective in making/ covering actual assessment of student’s performance. As such, 

there was need for scholarly discussion and studies on it. Likewise, there was no clear ways 

to bringing together the range gap in 3 level grading practices of CAS (e.g., A, B, and C) in 

CAS implemented (Basic) grades, and 9 levels letter grade (A+, A, B+, B, C+, C, D+, D, E) 

practices of secondary classes (e.g. class 10 final exam). 

In this context, exploring effective measures for strengthening continuous student assessment 

and its implementation strategies at school level, and finding effective ways to link CAS 

practices with the letter grading could hold higher value for improving the quality of learning 

at school.  

1.2 Initiatives to Implement CAS in School Education 

Compared to traditional ones, the field of education at present has evolved toward 

incorporation of new, alternative assessment practices. A common consensus is built among 

education practitioners that formative assessment, if properly implemented in schools, may 

work as powerful means to improve student’s learning. In this realization, the education 

policy makers in Nepal have also been looking ways forward to introduce continuous 

assessment of students’ learning as integral in enhancing education quality. As discussed in 

introductory section of this study report, though SSRP and ongoing SSDP have adequately 

focused on CAS practices and its implementation in school education, concerned authorities 

in Nepal, in a way or other, have been seeking effective implementation strategies from 

almost two decades earlier.  

The major sources of CAS related policies in Nepal are implementation manuals on primary 

education curriculum (2062/2065), National Curriculum Framework (2063), Three Year 

Periodic Plan (2064-67), and School Sector Reform Plan (2067-2072). The Three Year 
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Periodic Plan, 2064-67 stressed the implementation of step wise liberal promotion policy up 

to class seven, grading students based on their achievement. Likewise, SSRP (2067-72) 

stressed the need for provision of continuous assessment or remedial help to the students. In 

this reference, here follows a brief overview of few other documents focused to plan, 

policies, provisions, and guidelines on CAS at policy level, which remained helpful in 

identifying gap between policy and practices focused to un/effective implementation of CAS 

in Nepali schools.  

Programme Handbook on CAS, 2056 

Despite various efforts made toward raising the quality of primary education, the quality 

aspects were not satisfactory. All school age children were not enrolled, where the failure 

rate, the repeaters rate, and the dropout rate remained alarming. Educational field on high 

stakes examination, and practices on periodic written test were criticized as responsible 

factors behind it. In this realization, the Ministry of Education and Sports introduced the 

Continuous Assessment of Students and liberal promotion policy from the ninth periodic 

plan. The Program handbook was therefore developed by CDC in 2056. This program book 

mainly focused the concept and the various strategies and steps to introduce CAS and liberal 

promotion policy. It came up with purposes of introducing CAS, the strategies to introduce 

CAS system, the details of the programme, training of the teachers, and construction and 

distribution of related materials. In addition, this handbook provided details on management 

of the portfolio of the students’ evaluation (activities recording and portfolio management), 

the process of maintaining students’ evaluation and activities recording, and follow-up and 

monitoring. It also included roles of different agencies like Curriculum Development Centre, 

Regional Education Directorate, District Education Officer, Resource Centre/ Resource 

Person and School Supervisor, school, Head teachers, teachers, and guardians. The 

programme book also gave adequate space for the liberal promotion of the grade 1 to 3 

students. As provisioned there, the basic purpose of the liberal promotion was to promote the 

students without taking formal tests. However, there were some requirements like the 

appropriate age of promotion to upper grade; 70% attendance in the class; and outstanding 

results in the first quaterly test among others. 

Teachers’ Training Handbook on CAS, 2056 

Following Programme Handbook on CAS, the Teachers’ Training Handbook was developed 

in 2056 by the CDC, Ministry of Education, and Government of Nepal, which was published 

in 2057 BS and was revised the same year. In this handbook, along with the introduction of 

CAS, the government set a policy of providing training to 3 teachers on CAS in each school. 

The purpose of this five days training was to orient the teachers about CAS, the importance 

of CAS, management of student’s portfolio, construction of student’s portfolio, and 

construction of evaluation devices. The handbook was therefore designed to achieve practical 

knowledge, where trainees during the training period would visit schools and carry out 

practical works taking reference of the learning outcomes and observation of grade 1 

classroom activities. The training also included writing specific comment on the learning 

outcomes, feedback on writing notes, and categorizing students by their level such as weak, 

average and good  
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Instructors' Guidebook on CAS, 2056 

The objective of the Instructors’ Guidebook by CDC, Ministry of Education, Nepal, was to 

provide various knowledge and skills to the teachers/ instructors to enable them to be 

competent on understanding and applying the CAS. Based on the 5- days long training 

package the instructor’s guidebook was developed to cover the content of five days. It 

contained anticipated answers on the questions focused to the need of formative assessment 

practices. Answers to such questions would possibly orient teachers to promote the use of 

formative assessment so as to improve the quality of teaching and learning. Similarly, it 

contained set of questions related to the text on evaluation, remedial teaching, summative and 

formative evaluation, and recording of students’ information related to evaluation. It also 

suggested the list of evaluation tools like home work, class work, and question answer 

(written and oral), discussion, drama, observation in different place (work and activities), 

record/portfolio and the related aspects that can be measured by the tools and the methods of 

using them. Likewise, it provided a list of answers to the questions based on the 

curiosity/complains of the guardians, and teachers' problems. 

The Instructor's Guidebook also suggested students’ portfolio management. It sought to 

answer the questions- What is meant by students’ portfolio? What is liberal promotion? What 

a school should prepare for using CAS? What are the points suggested for students portfolio? 

What types of learning outcome are covered by the student’s progress report? There, the 

trainees were required to study the description form and students portfolio and make a plan 

for updating the portfolio. It also included activities like grouping of students -weak, 

satisfactory and good on the basis of learning outcomes, and making remedial plan for those 

students individually. Helping students to mange class themselves was another highlighted 

activity.  

Other activities included in the training package were related with construction of Evaluation 

devices. The activities were specifically related to testing learning outcome of reading, 

listening, speaking, and numerical skills and social and individual qualifies of grade 1 

students contained in progress description form. It also included finding ways to help 

students, who are identified as weak in course of teaching. The activity particularly suggested 

the ways to grouping students, utilizing the good students in helping their peers. It also 

contained ways of informing parents about supporting their children, providing more time to 

help weak students, and carrying out new activities. It, in addition, discussed symptoms of 

emotional condition, different incidents that may happen on the students during school. The 

activity also cautioned on maintaining confidentially of the students records.   

CAS Implementation Handbook, 2067  

The CAS implementation handbook is consisted of four chapters and annexes. Beginning 

from the definition of evaluation, meaning, context and essentiality of the CAS and its tools, 

the handbook presents various practical steps on using them effectively. 
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The first section is divided into five parts which includes background information, and   

procedures of the CAS. The first chapter entitled ‘Concept of CAS’ deals with background 

information and the concept of the CAS, essentiality of the CAS, methods of the CAS like 

observation, the use of check list and rating scale for observation, utility of the CAS 

techniques for student evaluation, record maintaining styles  and glossaries of the terms used 

in course of CAS implementation such as question answer and discussion, written test, 

portfolio study, self evaluation, peer evaluation, contacts with parents and their responses. 

The terminologies includes feedback, remedial teaching, back ground knowledge of students, 

learning achievement, documenting progress report of the students, learning attitude, peer 

learning, peer evaluation,  student centred teaching and learning, and learning styles. The 

Chapter 2 entitled ‘Existing Policy’ related to the Implementation of the CAS presents an in-

depth review of CAS policies.  Under this chapter there are four sections that deal with  

periodic plan , School Sector Reform Programme ( 2067-2072), National Curriculum 

Framework 2063BS and the Primary Education Curriculum 2062/2065BS  and also on the 

implementation strategies of the CAS. The Chapter 3 presents review on the roles of various 

agencies with regard to CAS Implementation, which is followed by CAS implementation 

process. 

CAS Orientation Materials, 2069  

Following the development of the CAS Implementation Guide in 2068 B.S, the CDC also 

developed CAS Orientation Material in 2069 BS.  The Continuous Assessment of Students 

(CAS) was introduced with recognition that the continuous assessment facilitates learning, 

supports the students learning by doing, learning by repetition and use and practice the things 

learned.  It was also believed that the introduction of the CAS assist the teacher to improve 

teaching and learning  activities,  using appropriate materials and  set appropriate teaching 

learning activities. The whole process of teaching learning, thus, improves the standard of 

teaching as well as learning and qualitative improvements towards learning outcomes. 

Keeping in mind these realities, the CAS Orientation Material in 2069 was developed to 

support the teachers. This material developed as an orientation materials comprises various 

contents related to concepts of evaluation,  examination, tests and assessment, formative 

evaluation,  periodic  evaluation process and quantitative evaluation, continuous assessment  

cycles, introduction on/to roles and responsibilities of individuals and organization related to 

CAS,  and problems related to CAS   and ways to address them.  In fact the CAS Orientation 

material 2069 is a resource material. 

The CAS Orientation and Implementation Guidebook, 2072 

With purpose of helping appropriate evaluation of different aspects for improving present 

learning facilitation condition at school level, this Handbook on Continuous Assessment of 

Students (CAS) has been developed. It is expected that this manual will be helpful in 

providing directions in most of the confusing areas of the CAS. Since CAS is a very flexible 

system of evaluation the teachers would be able to use this more responsibly by using own 

reasoning and thought. Though the teachers have a key role to play in CAS, this handbook 

describes in detail the roles of various individual and organization in implementing CAS. The 

CAS Orientation and Implementation Guidebook 2072 BS is comprised of five chapters.  On 
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the whole the first chapter presents the details on CAS. The guidebook explains that CAS is 

not only for promotion and a process of evaluation, or just assessing the performance and 

identifying pass or fail. The whole essence of the CAS, however, is to ensure the continuous 

use of various evaluation tools and to recognize it as an inevitable component of learning and 

learning facilitation process, to identify the learning difficulties of the students and help them 

address their problems and carry out the action research to address various instructional 

problems  

As mentioned in the guidebook, the purposes of the CAS are to ensure effective learning, and 

bring expected changes among the students by means of learning facilitation. More 

specifically, CAS ensures facilitation for learning, asses the status of learning, learning 

problems, and behavioural changes. It is to set activity for facilitation of learning by 

identifying the learning difficulties in planned way, facilitate need based learning based on 

the remedial procedure, and maintain record of continuous learning and behaviour. The six 

steps cycle of CAS begins from setting learning outcomes, leaning facilitation plan, learning 

facilitation activities, CAS diagnosis of the good, average and weak performing students, and 

finally need based learning facilitation including additional learning, facilitation, and 

remedial learning facilitation.  

Next, it deals with various methods of CAS such as observation including the tools such as 

checklist and rating scale for observation; question answer; written test, portfolio study; 

learning based on self evalution; evalution and learning from peers, parental contact and 

responses. This chapter clearly  describes on procedural tools such as oral presentation  and 

question answer, dance and movement, practical works, sports skills, role play, debate, 

singing and playing, interview,  and different demonstrations of skills,  and other product or 

prepared tools such as reporting, project work, essay, written work modelling, and written 

question answer.  

Conclusion 

Review of documents as such suggested that considerable efforts have been made at 

central/policy level for effective implementation of CAS. However, these initiatives may 

work productive only when they are well accepted and used by concerned bodies. Some 

studies e.g., final report on Effect of CAS on Student’s Achievement, Dropouts, and 

Attendance, 2003, and final report of the Joint Evaluation of Nepal’s SSRP, 2016 have 

already questioned the effective implementation of CAS practices in schools of Nepal. If so, 

there must have been some underlying defects in implementing CAS at school and classroom 

level.  In these regards, exploring actual practices of CAS at schools, exploring stakeholders 

understandings and acceptance, and making meanings on key challenges so as to come with 

further effective measures was necessary, which this research report has possibly addressed.  

1.3 Purpose and Scope of the Study 

The overall objective of the study was to provide a comprehensive overall independent view 

on CAS, and to explore the effective measure to strengthen its implementation at the school 

level. The specific objectives that the study intended to accomplish were as follows: 
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To identify the provision made for Continuous Assessment System (CAS) in terms of 

capacity building programs, inputs like manuals and testing tools for teachers, portfolio for 

students, and   support mechanism (e.g. financial and technical) to schools.  

To examine the status of CAS in terms of the practices of teachers, and perception of the 

stakeholders (e.g. students, school teachers, SMC, professional organization of teachers and 

PTA) towards the use of CAS 

To identify the lessons learnt and key issues facing the effective implementation of the CAS 

by the schools 

To explore the techniques to link the use of the CAS and the Letter Grade system in 

examination for enhancing students learning and performance 

To draw implications from the study and suggest action steps for effective implementation 

strategies in strengthening the use of the CAS. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The team followed a three-stage approach to carry this study. The inception phase included 

(i) identifying sources of data (ii) selection and size of sample districts (iii) preparation of 

research tools and timeline (iv) arranging familiarity/ orientation workshop, and (v) pilot 

testing the tools. An assessment phase that followed the inception phase included (i) field 

visit, interviewing/ FGD with relevant and key stakeholders (ii) categorizing and coding, and 

(iii) analyzing key events in reference to selective study reports and publications. A 

consolidating phase, thereafter, included (i) final analysis, (ii) sharing key findings with 

experts and practitioners, and (iii) report writing. 

2.1 Sources of Data 

Both the primary and secondary sources of data were used in this study. The major primary 

sources were the interview responses from sampled schools, students, teachers, head teachers, 

SMC members, PTA members, representatives of teacher union, parents, Resource Person 

(RP) and DEO officials from the sampled districts. Further, interview responses from 

officials of the central level educational authorities (e.g., DoE officials) were also taken as the 

source of primary data. FGD was conducted among SMC and PTA members, members of 

Teachers’ Union, and students separately. Classroom observation focused to CAS practices in 

each sampled schools was another source of primary data. 

Likewise, the major sources of secondary data included SSDP document, SSRP document, 

Education Act 2073 (eighth amendment), research reports and internal monitoring reports, 

review of the implementation guide on CAS 2068, CAS implementation guideline 2072BS, 

existing policies on the CAS, and CAS tools 2069. Other sources of secondary data included 

the documents on process of the CAS implementation, steps taken to prepare the CAS 

manual and tools, capacity building of the school teachers on using the CAS, monitoring and 

supervision of CAS , letter  grading  system implementation policy and other CAS related 

articles and  publications. 
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 2.2 Selection and Size of the Sample Districts 

A purposive sampling of the districts and schools to represent two EGRA implemented 

districts and at least one district from each province was made, which represented all three 

ecological belts i.e., Mountain, Hills and Terai. The basic unit for sampling in this study was 

a school, and therefore at least 4 schools representing two from urban and two from rural area 

of each sampled district were selected. A representative number of schools from each 

ecological belt and province were considered. Within the ecological strata, the Kathmandu 

Valley was taken as a single geographical stratum because of its dense population. Sampling 

was, thus, based on few key considerations to include 16 basic strata in the sample, which 

included (i) Ecological zones i.e. Mountain, Hill, Terai, and Kathmandu Valley, (ii) seven 

Provinces, (iii) 75 districts, (iv) community schools representing basic level both grades 1-5 

and grade 6- 8, and (v) both rural and urban school. 

 The following table presents a glimpse of the study sample: 

 

                                                   Number of Districts by Province  

S.N.  Province  Total No of 

Districts  

Mountain Hills  Terai  Kathmandu 

Valley 

1 Province No. 1  14  Dhankuta   

2 Province No. 2  8   Saptari*  

3 Province No. 3  13 Dolakha   Kathmandu 

valley** 

4 Province No. 4  11  Kaski*   

5 Province No. 5  12   Dang  

6 Province No. 6  10  Surkhet   

7 Province No. 7  9   Kailali  

 

*The EGRA project districts 

** Multi ethnic and multilingual communities and EGRA project district (Bhaktapur) 

 

2.3 The Study Tools and Respondents 

Focus Group Discussion (FGD), key informant interview, school survey, and classroom 

observation were the data gathering tools. Selection of respondents for collection of views on 

the provision, status, and key issues of the CAS was made among teachers, head teachers, 

students, teachers' unions, SMC, Parent Teachers Association (PTA), DEO officials, and 

parents.  

The study team considered the following matrix as a part of the study. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_No._1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_No._1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_No._1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_No._1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_No._1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_No._1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_No._1
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Tool Matrix 

S.N

. 

Respondents   

 

 Types of Tools 

FGD Interview  Observatio

n  

School 

Survey 

Remarks  

1 Central Level 

Authorities 

 10   ( 

Representatio

n from CDC, 

NCED, OCE, 

DOE and 

other experts) 

2 DEO  8    

3 School 

Supervisors 

 8   One SS from 

each district 

4 Schools     32  

5 Headteachers  32    

6 Resource 

Persons 

 24   Three RPs 

from each 

districts 

7 School teachers   64 64  Two teachers 

from each 

schools) 

Interview and 

class 

observation  

both  

8 Students 64    Two FGD in 

each schools  

9 SMC and PTA 

Members 

32    One FGD in 

each school  

11 Representatives 

of Teachers’ 

Unions 

8    One FGD in 

each district 

 

2.4 Familiarity/ Orientation Workshop 

While still in the process of preparing study tools, a short familiarization workshop was 

conducted in the presence of CAS experts, officials from DoE, and CDC, research team 
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leader, senior researchers, and field researchers. Senior researchers and field researchers were 

oriented with the policy provision and technical aspects of CAS and letter grading system. 

The workshop was helpful to re-visit study instruments, and to devise process for the study, 

focused to policy measures to be taken to improve the CAS implementations strategies. 

2.5 Pilot Testing the Study Tools 

The data collecting tools were tested before actual field visit. The purpose of the pilot project 

was to figure out ambiguities and shortcomings (if any) in the study tools, and particularly the 

interview questions. The pilot study was conducted at two schools located in the Kathmandu 

Valley, where RP, Head teacher, and teachers were interviewed. Likewise, FGD was made 

among students and SMC members. DEO and school supervisor from Kathmandu district 

were also interviewed. As a result of pilot study, some questions were modified from the 

study tools. Specially, the directories on FGD for students were modified based on their age 

group. Interview questions which respondent found difficult to understand were simplified. 

2.6 Data Analysis/ Interpretation 

Qualitative data were analyzed, described and interpreted through conceptualization and 

explanation. More specifically, the data were analyzed under the theme of (i) Provision of 

CAS (ii) Status of CAS (iii) Key Issues of Implementation of CAS, and (iv) Linkage Between 

CAS and LGS. 

The field data were analyzed through (a) categorizing and coding, and (b) analyzing key 

experiences. After their arrival from the field, two of the field researchers were assigned to 

categorize all the interview responses from different stakeholders based on interview 

questions. Theme and sub-theme of the study were built. Thereafter, interview responses, and 

key experiences of the respondents gathered from FGD and class observation were analyzed. 

In doing so, the field experiences were constantly compared with provisions in manual 

documents, which were initially reviewed for the study purpose. 

2.7. Sharing of the Findings and Suggestions 

Major findings and key issues were shared with experts, and CAS practitioners representing 

DoE, CDC, and OCE. Intellectual discourse was made on techniques to link the use of the 

CAS and the Letter Grade system in examination for enhancing students learning and 

performance. Likewise, pros and cons of different CAS implementation strategies were 

discussed. Based on the preliminary findings, some possible recommendations were figured. 

Finally, report was finalized based on the inputs and comments received in the session. 

 

3. PROVISION FOR CAS 

Various policy level documents like Programme Handbook on CAS, 2056, CAS 

Implementation Handbook, 2067, and the CAS Orientation and Implementation Guidebook, 

2072 have highlighted some provisions for CAS. For the purpose of this research report, so as 

to explore the on-going perception and practices of different stakeholders on provision for 

CAS, and to identify effective measures for strengthening it, the collected information are 
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interpreted/ analyzed under various sub-themes i.e., conceptual clarity on CAS, capacity 

building, manuals and testing tools, student portfolio, and support mechanism. The major 

purpose of this section is to be familiar with policy provisions and actual practice scenario at 

schools. Based on it, the major challenges and possibilities are drawn in the section that 

follows it.  

3.1 Conceptual Clarity  

The first necessary component for the effective implementation of CAS at schools was 

supposed to be its conceptual clarity. If the practitioners were not clear on the basics of CAS, 

its effective implementation could be questioned from very beginning. In this realization, our 

initial few interview questions to all the respondents were designed to explore the conceptual 

clarity of different stakeholders on CAS. It was found that most of the respondents were 

somehow aware on the reasons to implement formative assessment practice at school. Most 

of the respondents came with seemingly similar reasons i.e. 

- To promote quality education 

- To encourage regular presence of students at school 

- To reform conventional evaluation practices 

- To understand and change the behaviour of students 

- To assess students daily for their overall development 

- To figure possible remedial for poor performing students, 

- To support liberal promotion policy, and to minimize school dropouts 

All these responses were similar to those as enlisted in CAS implementation manuals and 

handbooks. One of the head teachers, however, understood it as formality only, which was 

just to obey government policy. One teacher respondent from western Terai perceived it as 

externally imposed extra burden to teachers. Likewise, another head teacher respondent 

understood it in terms of making subject teachers more responsible. Interestingly, no 

respondents understood it in terms of making supportive environment for child friendly 

learning and evaluation. Here, it was observed that, though, most of the respondents were 

conceptually clear behind the reasons to implement CAS at schools, there were still some 

misapprehensions among few respondents, which included; 

Recognition of formative assessment as mere formality 

Failure to accept CAS as means for child friendly learning and evaluation, and 

Identifying CAS as mere additional load to subject teachers 

Next, we tried to figure out how familiar the respondents were on methods/components of 

CAS. Manuals and directories, which were prepared at different time periods, have 

highlighted some methods/components of CAS. So as to make CAS implementation 

effective, its stakeholders, particularly the teachers and head teachers are required to be 

familiar on it. We found that most of the respondents understood attendance, homework, 

project work, behavioural change, and creative works as components/ methods for CAS. 
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These methods/ components of CAS were stressed in CAS manuals prepared by CDC. Few 

others, though not listed in the study manuals, stressed cleanliness, ECA, handwriting, and 

group work to be its essential components.  

 

Respondents, however, missed the major methods including question-answer and discussion, 

written test, portfolio studies, self-evaluation, and parental visit.  

Interestingly, one of the DEO responded the method of CAS as liberal promotion. It showed 

that there were some misapprehensions among stakeholders in understanding CAS and liberal 

promotion in their specific purposes. There was seemingly a lack of conceptual clarity even 

in the high level officials. Though the purpose of CA is essentially formative, it also carries 

summative value. It is to assess the extent the learner has gone through a certain benchmark 

for the promotion. As provisioned in the CAS manuals, the information generated through 

continuous assessment of students over three terms may work relevant to decide remedial 

measures while promoting students at the end-of-term tests. Stakeholders seemingly failed to 

figure this value of CAS in liberal promotion of students. Based on the focus group 

discussion among students, and SMC members representing parents, we observed some other 

misapprehensions. For example, 

Parents understood CAS as ‘taking test time and again, whereas 

Students understood CAS as ‘passing exam without taking test’. 

Though teachers came with some innovative ideas on their own, they were less familiar with 

the methods as suggested in the directories. One of the teacher respondent even responded 

that none of these components, except paper pencil test was actually practiced in his/her 

classroom. It showed policy-practice gap.   

During our school visit, we observed classes, and observed how the teachers were going on 

with CAS. Unfortunately, most of the teachers who were familiar with basics of CAS were 

not making CAS the part of their daily teaching and learning. For example, most of the 

teachers taught in traditional lecture methods. It even brought into light the seemingly gap 

between knowledge and practice in case of CAS implementation.  

3.2 Capacity Building 

Effective continuous assessment of students requires professionally trained, experienced, and 

motivated teachers. Our study of policy manuals and related documents suggested that a lot 

of preparations have been made at central level for the capacity building of head teachers, and 

teachers focused to effective implementation of CAS. For example, Teachers’ Training 

Handbook on CAS, 2056, Instructor’s Guidebook on CAS, 2056, CAS Orientation Materials, 

2069 among others have adequately stressed the need for capacity building of CAS 

practitioners; and therefore, have come with training packages of various forms. Considering 

it, the purpose of this sub-heading is to explore on-going capacity building practices at 

school, and figure out its affectivity in strengthening CAS implementation practices.  
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Along with the introduction of CAS, as provisioned in Teachers’ Training Handbook on 

CAS, 2056, the government set a policy of providing training to 3 teachers on CAS in each 

school. The purpose of this five days training was to orient the teachers about CAS, the 

importance of CAS, management of student’s portfolio, construction of student’s portfolio, 

and construction of evaluation devices. However, was the training package really practiced? 

Most of the RPs claimed that training programs were organized in Resource Centre in their 

presence. They said that training packages were launched in a way to include CAS in TPD.  

Generally, RPs called teachers’ representatives for the training, who were assigned to share 

gained skills to other teachers in their return to the school. Most of the trained teachers found 

their skills too general that, in their return, they would find it difficult to develop test item in 

proper format. In this reference, we came with few concerns in terms of capacity building 

focused to CAS: 

There was seemingly lack of ‘in-school’ focused training. 

Training programs did not include (address) subject specific needs 

In this relation, we observed and studied students’ progress information sheet as prepared by 

CDC in 2056. There were clearly defined subject-specific learning achievement indicators for 

class 1, 2, and 3. It was seemingly easy to manage as well. Therefore, teachers’ general 

comments that CAS manuals did not include (address) subject specific needs were not logical 

in case of class 1, 2, and 3. However, we observed that training packages were inadequate 

(e.g., too general) to learn test item development techniques relating it to concerned 

curriculum. The case was severe in higher classes, where there was no grade teaching, 

particularly from class 4 to class 7. 

In the views of DEO and RPs, senior subject teachers were most difficult ones to motivate 

them for training. One teacher respondent who had more than a decade of teaching 

experiences accepted it. ‘I have been habituated in our own conventional ways of taking 

exams, why should I bother on all these at the time of retirement’, he explained. As they were 

habituated with old easy-going teaching methods, most of them were not willing to adopt 

themselves in alternative assessment practices, and improve themselves.  

Interestingly, two of our teacher respondents from Kailali claimed that the trainers 

themselves were not clear on many aspects of CAS. In our question concerned to its 

productivity, most of them didn’t find the training effective. A teacher respondent from Dang 

opined that it was just a reflection of lack of clarity at central policy level. She further 

claimed that training programs wouldn’t ensure regular visit and feedback, and therefore, 

training was just for the sake of training. 

DEO and RPs in Saptari stressed that no CAS related training programs were held for last 

two years. Still a high percentage of teachers were untrained. Many of the teachers were 

reported to enter without any pre-service training on CAS. Newly appointed teachers were 

even not oriented on it.  

Most of our Head teacher and teacher respondents participated in 1 or 2 days workshop on 

CAS held in Resource Centre, which the respondents found not as effective. To the positive 
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side, some teachers also participated in 3 days training, initiated by ‘Educate the Children’, 

where most of the respondents were positive on its affectivity. It brought into light the need 

of on-the-spot demonstration as notable strength of CAS training. Such observations brought 

into light some notable concerns on capacity building provisions focused to CAS practices at 

schools; 

CAS training packages did not attract senior teachers with more years of experiences. 

Most often, trainers themselves were not clear on different facets of CAS. 

There was seemingly lack of continuity of trainings on CAS. It was not supported by 

evaluation and feedbacks. 

Most of the newly appointed teachers entered without any pre-service training on CAS, and 

most often they were not oriented as well. 

Trainings supported by on-the-spot demonstration were relatively effective. 

Teachers were not oriented on CAS (except few general ideas) in teacher preparation classes 

at the universities. 

Considering these perceptions and practices of stakeholders on CAS, we studied teacher 

training provisions in CAS manuals. There were no provisions for in-house training. NCED 

has developed policy guidelines, program handbooks, and related manuals in order to transfor 

TPD successfully in instructional activities. In spite of such initiatives, teachers repeatedly 

reported that TPD packages didn’t adequately link CAS practices in its training packages, and 

that it didn’t meet the expectations of teachers. For example, teachers expected that the 

trainer demonstrate directly applicable CAS activities in actual classroom. However, TPD has 

failed to do so. Likewise, we observed prescribed curriculum in teacher preparations classes 

in two of the universities of Neapl, and concluded that CAS was not in the priority of their 

curriculum. There were only few theoretical and general ideas on it. Graduates from such 

classes were not familiar with practical techniques and procedures on practical processing of 

CAS at school.  

3.3 Manuals and Testing Tools 

In assessing various components of learning, CAS consist variety of manuals and 

tools/instruments, which teachers use to make decision about their student’s progress, 

including behaviours, personality traits and dexterity. CAS Program Handbook, 2056, CAS 

Implementation Handbook, 2067, the CAS Orientation and Implementation Guidebook, 2072 

were few manuals/directories formed in the policy level, which were supposed to guide 

teachers on the ways and use of appropriate testing tools. In this line, this sub heading 

explores the use of CAS related manuals, testing tools and their actual practices at schools. 

In a question (how CAS related manuals are used?), one of the head teacher, and a teacher in 

Saptari said that they were not provided with any CAS manuals, and therefore, they were not 

aware of testing tools suggested over there. Though more teachers claimed to have used it, 

most of the RPs claimed that, even though format for recording students progress were 

circulated to the schools, there was lack of manuals with clear instructions. In our study of 
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manuals (e.g, CAS Teacher Manual, 2056), we found the availability of clear instructions for 

grade 1 to grade 3 teachings. The problem with low CAS-effective schools was that the 

available manuals were most often ignored by the teachers. Most of the head teachers 

supported this view.  HTs claimed that only few teachers have actually followed the 

instructions in CAS manuals to work on format for recording student’s progress. Most of the 

subject teachers, except few CAS trained teachers neither had manuals, nor had studied it. 

For teachers, CAS format filling was mere a forced routine work. In this line, one of the SMC 

chair claimed that CAS format filling became more a technical task for teachers and head 

teachers. The Chair further expressed his discontent that no teachers in fact would re-visit the 

information so as to identify student’s problems and gaps in learning. Most often they were 

reluctant to modify their teaching based on the information. It was also observed in ‘CAS 

implemented’ schools that students progress forms were filled only at the time of periodic 

examination. In our observation, interestingly, we found that most of the teachers generalized 

the same comment for many students. 

In yet another question related to testing tools used in CAS, most of the respondents were 

seemingly familiar to it. Though the respondents were familiar with testing tools as indicated 

in CAS Implementation Handbook, 2067, which included class work/ class participation, 

project work, creative work, behavioural change, and attendance, they came with additional 

testing tools practiced at their schools. Most of them emphasized question-answer method, 

observation, portfolio evaluation, cleanliness, and good conduct as often practiced CAS 

testing tools at schools. Though many teachers and head teachers came with these ideas, we 

observed that only few teachers actually practiced what they knew. 

Relating it, we added another question- is CAS testing tools as indicated in the manuals 

sufficient to assess learning achievement? Responding the question, most of the respondents 

came with positive response that the testing tools were readily sufficient. However, one DEO 

stressed that it has to be practiced completely for its positive outcome. Few others suggested 

making provision of additional tools. For example, few RPs from different districts suggested 

making testing tools relating it to learning achievement as indicated in the curriculum (CDC 

has already prepared it from grade 1 to grade 3, and circulated it). A teacher, and a RP from 

Kailali found the word ‘project work’ confusing. They suggested including clearly articulated 

project work in the exercise of every lesson. They further suggested making the provision of 

students’ workbook. A teacher in Dang suggested including cleanliness in place of project 

work in grade 1 to grade 3. 

Based on the information focused to the use of manuals and testing tools for CAS, following 

key ideas were drawn- 

Some RP’s were reluctant to timely distribute necessary manuals on CAS to their concerned 

schools. 

 Head teachers, whose schools were not making considerable efforts for CAS, were relatively 

unwilling to make sure if the teachers were really familiar with the instructions as suggested 

in forms and manuals. 
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Few RPs, HTs, and teachers said that there was lack of manuals with clear instructions. 

Evaluation criteria and ways of gathering information were not clearly defined. 

In our study of manuals prepared by CDC, we found that there were subject focused clear 

instructions from grade 1 to grade 3. Possibly, teachers made general comment without 

studying it. In case of higher classes (from class 4 to class 7) there was not the availability of 

such manuals. 

Some teachers suggested making CAS friendly workbooks for every subject 

More teachers were pre-occupied with record keeping. 

For many teachers, CAS format filling was mere a forced routine work. They were less 

motivated. 

Even in CAS implemented schools, student’s progress forms were filled during periodic 

exams for technical purpose only. 

Many teachers (and HTs as well) were not sure in what ways the total sum of tick marks for 

individual student in particular subject could be made compatible with exam results.  

Almost same comments were simply generalized to many students while making comments 

on students’ progress.  

Most often, CAS formats were not revisited to identify students’ problems, and therefore 

corrective measures were rarely taken. 

One RP from Kailali with seemingly enough knowledge on CAS opined that effective 

circulation of easy to use CAS formats is the most. It was to be included in the exercise of 

every unit, relating it to learning achievements. When we shared this information with one of 

the official from CDC, he questioned- how much to spoon-fed the teachers? He further 

explained that teachers have to come with their own innovative ideas. However, only this was 

not sufficient. Head teachers and teachers needed enough explanation for its use. It had to 

cross the boundary of formality and technicality, and be used to enhance the student’s 

performance.  

 

3.4 Student Portfolio 

The teaching learning process requires continuous follow up, and the educational progress of 

the learners need frequent assessment. Generally, in making continuous assessment of 

students, students’ progress report is recorded in portfolio file. A portfolio file is a purposeful 

collection of student’s work samples that reflect individual learner’s progress. As provisioned 

in the CAS manuals, the portfolio file is supposed to contain learner’s assessment projects 

and related documents. Our review of literature suggested that considerable efforts were 

made in central level to introduce students’ portfolio management as integral to CAS 

implementation. As such, this sub heading explores the actual use of portfolio files at schools, 

the ways of portfolio management, and its after-use for the purpose of remediation.  
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In our question focused to the use of portfolio file, out of total respondents, 24 teachers, 17 

head teachers, 9 RPs, and a school supervisor claimed that the practice was well implemented 

at schools. They claimed that the models of students’ activities were well recorded there. 

They claimed to use progress report forms, where suggestions were given thoroughly 

studying the leaning outcomes, the social and individual qualities mentioned in the forms. 

They also claimed that students were evaluated formally based on the grade wise learning 

outcomes given in the curriculum, where teachers conducted additional activities in the class 

and evaluated it. Most of their responses, however, were seemingly theoretical because only 

few schools (mostly in lower grades) were really serious in this provision.  

9 teachers, 9 HTs, 8 RPs, 4 school supervisors, and 2 DEOs out of total respondents, on the 

other, claimed that the use of portfolio was not practised as essential components of CAS. 

Some DEOs further said that few teachers had practiced it just for the sake of formality. 

We observed that in most of the schools, where CAS implementation was seemingly 

effective, portfolio was managed from grade 1 to grade 3. HTs said that most of the subject 

teachers from class 4 to class 7 have found it difficult and time consuming. Concerned to it, 

one of the teacher respondents from Dhankuta said that grade teachers could manage it during 

class hours when their students were engaged in classroom activities. However, subject 

teachers from higher class couldn’t manage time for it. 

The ways of managing portfolio in CAS implemented schools were seemingly different. Only 

few grade teachers made use of score 3, 2, and 1 in the form of tick marks, where scores were 

also noted for social and individual qualities, as indicated on the progress report form. As 

suggested in the manual, they were found to note score of all students in their related progress 

report form for each quarter. Interestingly, even in the CAS implemented schools, where 

teachers worked enough to manage portfolio, it was not made the part of annual exam report 

distribution. Even in the urban districts like Kathmandu, periodic CAS grades were included, 

but the progress report cards were completely silent on portfolio evaluation and related 

descriptions. Grade teachers from CAS-effective schools had handed students’ portfolio to 

the teacher from upper grade at the time of students’ promotion.   

Though there was provision of promoting students from grade 1, 2, and 3 based on CAS 

tools, still paper pencil test was observed in some schools. ‘We manage students’ portfolio, 

and keep CAS records, but take students’ written test annually because parents want to see 

their children pass the written exam’ said a teacher from Dhankuta. Giving progress report of 

the students to their parents, and asking them for necessary support was hardly practiced. One 

of the SMC member from Dolkha, and a PTA member from Surkhet claimed that almost no 

parents were provided with portfolio information about their children.  

Based on the information on the actual use of portfolio files at schools, the ways of portfolio 

management, and its after-use, following key points are drawn: 

Though most of the RPs and HTs claimed to have practiced effective portfolio management 

at their schools, it was observed only in few schools. 

Use of portfolio had become more a technical work and formality for both HTs and teachers. 
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 Portfolio management in some schools was seemingly good only in the lower grades (grade 

one to grade three) 

Even in the schools with seemingly good portfolio management, it was not made essential 

component for student’s annual promotion. Teachers and HTs were not clear on the ways to 

make evaluation of portfolio compatible with exam results. 

Most of the parents were not provided, or they were not aware of their children’s portfolio at 

school. 

There was no consistency in portfolio management among teachers within school, and nearby 

schools. 

In few CAS-effective schools (only in lower grades), students were incouraged to develop 

personal portfolio showing their performance in terms of competencies to be learnt in given 

level. There, as provisioned in the CAS manuals, students’ portfolios were handed to the 

teacher of upper grade at the time of students’ promotion. However, in most of the schools, 

students’ portfolio were collected in plastic sacks and stored. 

3.5 Support Mechanism 

CAS implementation manual, 2067 has accepted the idea that only the effort of teachers and 

head teachers may not be enough for effective implementation of CAS. It needs various 

forms of supports, and clearly defined roles and responsibilities of different institution, which 

includes Curriculum Development Centre, Regional Education Directorate, District 

Education Office, Resource Centre/ Resource Person and School Supervisor, and even the 

guardians. 

Availability of adequate human resources, financial resources, and teaching resources are 

vital for implementation of CAS. In this regard, CDC is responsible for development and 

distribution of CAS friendly curriculum, teacher’s manual and testing tools. Studying related 

documents showed that some efforts were made in this area. CDC prepared and circulated 

subject specific learning achievement index, and grading criteria from grade 1 to grade 3. 

Nevertheless, most of the stakeholders found it confusing in upper classes, mostly the ways 

of keeping the records of students’ learning achievement, and reporting it. Efforts for CAS 

friendly curriculum were not enough. For example, the study found that prescribed course 

books in the upper classes (class 4-7) rarely suggest project works, and portfolio activities in 

their exercises. 

Likewise, NCED is responsible to make manuals and models for CAS related teachers 

training and orientation. Study showed that considerable efforts were made to prepare 

training manuals. However, those manuals and models had reached the schools only for some 

extent. There was no provision of CAS related in-house training. Its practicality was, thus, 

questioned. The role of DEO in some district was not that much effective in distributing CAS 

related educational resources at schools. For example, the teachers and HTs from Saptari 

repeatedly denied of finding those manuals and resources.  

Areas of weakness and teachers’ difficulties are supposed to be identified through 

monitoring. SSs and RPs are responsible for this. As discussed earlier (see capacity building), 
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some forms of trainings and orientations for HTs and teachers were conducted in RC. 

However, such trainings didn’t reach to all teachers. Few teachers were trained and oriented 

at RC, and were asked to share the gained skills to other teachers in their return to school. 

Some teachers even questioned the ability of instructors to instruct and orient them on CAS. 

One grade teacher from Dhankuta, on whose class CAS implementation was seemingly 

effective, said that though she needed some constructive feedback on her work, she had not 

found the concerned supervisor, and RP monitoring her class room activities related to CAS. 

Most often they were not in direct touch with subject teachers. 

Most of the DEO, Supervisors, and RPs blamed the reluctance of HTs to manage 

instructional programs for effective implementation of CAS. As provisioned in CAS 

manuals, HTs are supposed to direct support and guide the teachers to assist them to make 

best use of CAS. Though some HTs from CAS-effective schools exhibited their willingness, 

most of them were seemingly reluctant to provide teachers with required teaching resources, 

guidelines, and feedbacks. One of the HTs, whose school was seemingly doing well in 

implementing CAS repeatedly told that there were no proper mechanisms to reward the 

schools with good performance, and punish the schools that failed to meet the policy 

provisions. 

Support from SMC for effective implementation of CAS was minimal. FGDs with SMC 

members indicated that most of them were not aware of it, except some general ideas like 

liberal promotion, and mark coverage of students’ attendance and project works among 

others. Same was the case with parents. ‘As most of the parents, whose children are studying 

in public schools, are themselves uneducated, most of them don’t understand CAS, and 

therefore, can’t support for its implementation’, said a RP from Dang. ‘No programs are 

organized from any level to aware them on CAS at schools’, he added. 

Based on this information, following ideas are drawn relating support mechanism for 

effective implementation of CAS: 

In manuals and directories as prepared by CDC, there is clear indication of responsibilities of 

every concerned authorities and personnel for effective implementation of CAS. 

For some HTs and teachers, problems for its implementation gradually originated and 

developed from central level. For example, CDC failed to design and distribute CAS friendly 

curriculum, and course books.   

Most of the SS and RPs were occupied with other administrative tasks, and therefore the 

supervision of CAS and monitoring mechanism was less effective. 

DEO, SS, and RPs seemingly failed to train all the HTs and teachers on effective 

implementation of CAS. They couldn’t manage CAS related in-house trainings. 

Though there was provision of funding newly admitted students (Rs. 100) for portfolio 

management, most of the schools had not received that much amount. School lacked 

necessary financial/technical support for project works, and other tools to develop psycho-

social domains of students. 
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SMC members were less aware of CAS practices, and no programs were conducted from any 

level to aware SMC on implementing CAS at schools. As such, their constructive feedbacks 

were not observed.  

In the absence of proper orientation on meaning and purpose of formative assessment, 

schools found almost no supports from parents. 

There was general tendency, on the parts of teachers and HTs to blame each others. Central 

level officials, on the other, blamed teachers and HTs behind poor implementation of CA. 

Arriving to this stage, it is observed that though considerable efforts were made at central 

level to implement CAS at schools, the reservation was with its implementation and 

monitoring. As this reservation continued for longer period of time (almost two decades), 

there had been a widespread negativity about CAS in Nepali educational sectors. 

 

4. COMMON PRACTICES OF CAS-EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS 

To come with general idea that CAS implementation is not as effective in basic school 

education of Nepal is partially true. There were also some schools, which were doing their 

best to make effective implementation of CAS. Being familiar with basic practices of CAS-

effective schools was of higher significance because the lesson learnt over there would be 

supportive evidences for its implementation at other schools. In this connection, our study 

had purposefully selected seemingly CAS-effective schools and non CAS-effective schools. 

Field researchers had consulted DEO’s, SS, and RPs of concerned district before selecting the 

schools. As expected, the study came with some noticeable visible differences in the practices 

of these schools.Therefore, this section has brought into light few common practices of such 

schools.  

 Study found that most of the CAS-effective schools were running systematically 

through school based operational plan. Most of these schools had their own school 

calendars, where staff meetings were scheduled once a month. CAS practices were 

focused in their agenda to discuss. Such school based operation plans were rarely 

observed in non CAS-effective schools. CAS was not made the topic of discussion 

during staff meetings. 

 Most often, in CAS-effective schools, a teacher (possibly the deputy head teacher) 

was assigned to coordinate among teachers; to collect record files; and make 

supportive arrangements. In a school from Kailali, for example, the deputy 

headteacher was first trained in CAS implementation practices. Thereafter, he was 

made responsible to collect CAS records from subject teachers. He was also made 

responsible to coordinate among teachers, and arrange CAS related orientation 

programs for subject teachers. Non CAS-effective schools, however, had not assigned 

any staff to make overall observation on CAS activities in the school. In doing so, (1) 

they lacked proper coordination and (2) teaching faculties in upper grades (class 4-7) 

couldn’t manage time.  
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 The roles of HTs were impactful in CAS effective schools. A HT from relatively 

CAS-effective school from Dhankuta, for example, was found serious in 

implementing CAS in his school. The school had taken supports from NGOs and 

INGOs in arranging necessary requirements for implementing CAS. In line to this 

school, other HTs in CAS-effective schools were enthusiastic and motivated to 

implement CAS in their schools. Study found that they made CAS the focused topic 

of discussion in their in-house school meetings. In return, teachers from CAS-

effective schools were found accountable to HTs. There was timely distribution of 

CAS manuals and record files. Poor coordination among teachers and HT, and 

reluctance of HT towards CAS practices were the major factors responsible behind 

poor implementation of CAS. 

 In spite of the provision of LPP, most of the CAS-effective schools promoted students 

(even in class 1-3) only after their students met minimum requirements to be 

promoted. Most often, the parents of the students who failed to meet minimum 

requirements were called at school for discussion. It was observed that non-CAS 

effective schools, however, made unwise use of LPP. As their students were 

promoted without meeting minimum requirements, and as no corrective measures 

were taken for their improvement, they observed poor performance of most of their 

students. It, in a way or other, raised their growing negativity towards CAS. 

 Few CAS-effective schools had made provision for in-house teachers training with 

practical demonstrations on the ways to implement CAS. They were technically 

supported by NGOs/ INGOs working in the field of education. Less CAS-effective 

schools were dependent on trainings arranged by RPs. Such trainings lacked 

continuity and monitoring as well. Though NCED has developed policy guidelines, 

program handbooks and related manuals in order to transfer TPD successfully in 

instructional activities, teachers repeatedly told that TPD packages didn’t priotize 

practical demonstration of directly applicable CAS processes.   

 Even CAS-effective schools found it difficult to implement CAS in upper classes 

(e.g., class 4 to class 7). Unlike lower grades, teachers from upper classes found it too 

time consuming. It was difficult to coordinate with different subject teachers teaching 

in the same class. Therefore, few higher level officials came with the views that CAS 

tools needed to be manageable. For example, instead of using these multiple tools 

(attendance, behavioural change, creative work, project work, and class participation) 

few tools could be reduced to manageable forms. For example, attendance, 

behavioural change, and class participation can be brought together in observation 

sheets. Teachers may further work on subject-specific project work and portfolio 

management in a way to make it easier and accessable.  

 Further, as department has already implemented Multi Grade Multi Level (MGML) 

practices, some seemingly effective CAS practices of MGML school can be 

replicated. During the courses of taking expert views on CAS, our research team 

members were often suggested to observe CAS practices in MGML implemented 

schools. Though we couldn’t manage to do so in the beginning (as it was beyond the 
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scope of our study), we made short observation of CAS practices in MGML 

implemented schools at Kavre. A headteacher told that NCED was conducting 

MGML training in collaboration with DoE. First, we observed that in multigrade 

teaching situation, teachers were to use several methods (individual assessment, 

group assessment, self-assessment, and peer-assessment) for assessing learners’ 

performance. Provisions of group assessment, self-assessment, and peer-assessment 

can possibly be replicated in other schools, which may readily minimize the loaded 

burden of subject teachers in higher classes (e.g., class 4- class 7). Likewise, MGML 

assessment techniques for teachers (assess prior knowledge of student, reflect on 

teaching strategies, revisit the lesson, implement the lesson, identify areas where 

students need help, and provide additional learning opportunities) were of great value 

for teachers from other schools to replicate.    

 Most importantly, the role of teachers was vital in CAS-effective schools for its 

effective implementation. As provisioned in the CAS manuals, teachers were to 

record different scores obtained by each student. Teachers were found to combine the 

scores from various tools of assessment such as project work, portfolio management, 

behavioural change etc, and used the scores to diagnose students’ learning 

difficulties. Most of the teachers from CAS-effective schools said that they would 

diagnose students’ learning difficulties in group (e.g., teachers meeting). In doing 

so, teachers would assess their own teaching, and make themselves creative and 

innovative. 

 

5. KEY ISSUES OF CAS 

In spite of the benefits CAS offers to school, as discussed in earlier sections, its practices has 

not readily met the expectations. In this regard, so as to explore effective measures and 

strategies to strengthen it, the study has identified some key issues, from where we can 

readily search for effective implementation strategies of CAS at school level. For the purpose 

of this research report, the issues are interpreted in terms of major challenges involving CAS 

implementation process. There are: 

Designing 

Administrating 

 Evaluating 

 Reporting 

Remediating/ improvement and  

Sustaining  

In doing so, this section has made considerable effort to organize and highlight the issues 

explored in earlier sections i.e., Provision for CAS (conceptual clarity, capacity building, 

manuals and testing tools, student portfolio, and support mechanism), and Status of CAS 

(perception and practice of teachers in CAS-effective and non CAS-effective schools). Based 

on the key issues and challenges discussed in this section, recommendations for effective 
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implementation of CAS and supportive action plan are forwarded in the section that follows 

it. 

5.1 Challenges Involved in Designing CAS 

Study showed that the key issues underlying effective implementation of CAS in Nepal was 

its perceived defects in designing CAS, which involves making assessment policies, CAS 

manuals and formats, testing tools, training manuals and CAS friendly curriculum. Such 

defects are particularly observed both at central level, and at school level. Challenges 

involved in designing CAS are shortly articulated below: 

Integrating CAS and liberal promotion policy in an effective way was perceived challenges in 

designing assessment policies. Most often stakeholders from Non CAS-effective schools 

accepted CAS as synonymous to liberal promotion. Following LPP, students were promoted 

without meeting minimum requirements for the promotion. It affected learning achievement 

of students. Most of the grade teachers reported that they found it very difficult to make them 

learn basic ideas in higher classes, which they had to master in lower classes. Finding 

effective ways to integrate CAS and liberal promotion policy, thus, was an issue. 

Designing contextual CAS manuals and curriculum as means for child friendly learning and 

evaluation was another issue involved in manuals and directories designed at central level. 

For example, most of the practitioner’s blamed that there were lack of instructional manuals 

with clear instructions. However, in our observation we found that there were enough 

instructional manuals with clear instructions, particularly in lower classes. However, we 

observed that manuals worked in particular class, or in particular geographical area, or in 

particular community, didn’t work as effective in seemingly different context. Study stressed 

that the major challenges in this relation involved in designing CAS friendly workbooks for 

every subjects. Notably, the workbooks needed to be contextual.  

Another issue of CAS involved in designing manuals on focused training. Training packages 

were inadequate (e.g., too general) to learn test item development techniques relating it to 

concerned curriculum. In this relation, teachers viewed that trainings supported by on-the-

spot demonstration would be relatively effective. Study, in addition, showed that CAS 

training packages did not attract senior teachers with more years of experiences. To design 

in-house training packages in a way to motivate senior teachers with traditional mindset was 

yet another issue.  

Portfolio management, and CAS format filling in upper classes (class 4 to 7), involving 

different subject teachers was mere an externally imposed burden, and forced routine works 

for teachers. Portfolio management, and CAS format filling at schools was seemingly good 

only in the lower grades (grade one to grade three). As such, to design CAS policies in a way 

to make it easy for subject teachers entering many classes in a single day was CAS related 

issue.  

Making provision for school-based planning of CAS was also an issue in designing CAS. To 

motivate Head teachers to design proper formative assessment plan considering contextual 

dynamics of concerned school was necessary. In the absence of school level planning and 
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guidance on formative assessment, most teachers took the completion of the CAS forms as a 

substitute for setting and marking examinations. 

5.2 Challenges Involved in Administrating CAS 

Study also showed that the key issues underlying effective implementation of CAS was it’s 

yet another perceived defects in administrating CAS, which involves proper coordination and 

supporting mechanism. Concerned to it, insufficient supply of teaching and learning 

resources, lack of continuous and adequate training, largely limited to the circulation of paper 

recording form, poor communication of teachers with concerned bodies, and lack of parental 

involvement among others were frequently observed. 

Releasing concept of CAS from its narrow boundary of technicality was an issue in 

administering CAS.  CAS practices in non CAS-effective schools were observed as more a 

formality than actual need. Central authorities made related policies, but stakeholders 

perceived it as too generic in their contextually diverged educational scenarios. DEOs were 

limited on collecting filled reports and information. As most of the supervisors claimed to be 

occupied with other administrative tasks, they hardly managed time for field monitoring and 

supervision. HTs and teachers limited themselves in filling the forms periodically.    

Another issue in administering CAS was lack of timely distribution of necessary manuals with 

clear instructions on CAS. CDC has prepared such manuals but its distribution mechanism 

was found poor.The schools, where CAS formats were timely distributed, there as well, most 

of the RPs couldn’t guide, and clearly define evaluation criteria to subject teachers. Their 

training programs did not cover the subject specific needs of teachers at school. 

Active initiation and moderation from schools was also an issue in administering CAS. Head 

teachers, whose schools were not making considerable efforts for CAS, were relatively 

unwilling to make sure if the teachers were really familiar with the instructions as suggested 

in forms and manuals. Most of them failed proper monitoring of CAS practices at their 

school. Further, there was lack of feedback from SMC to HTs and from HTs to teachers 

Learner absenteeism was another issue observed in effective administering of CAS. Most of 

the public school couldn’t insure their students’ regular presence. Teachers complained on 

the difficulty for formative assessment in case of frequent learner’s absence. There were 

minimal parental involvement and participation in ensuring regularity of their children at 

school.  

5.3 Challenges Involved in Evaluating CAS 

Study brought into light few challenges involved in evaluating CAS. It involved, lack of 

regular record keeping, failure to make diagnostic testing, and inconsistency among teachers 

in record keeping and testing. Issues and challenges involved in evaluating CAs are shortly 

articulated below: 

Insuring regularity of record keeping on student’s performances was an issue. If teachers 

were asked to make daily recording of student’s performances, it would be time consuming. 

On the other, if record keeping was not regular, it would not ensure the basics of formative 
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assessment. To come with the idea how frequently student’s performances were to be 

recorded was, thus, challenging.   

Managing time for diagnostic testing of students’ performances was another issue. The main 

focus of the formative evaluation is to facilitate students’ performance through the provision 

of constructive feedback and remediation. Such remediations are supposed to follow 

diagnostic testing of students. However, even in the CAS implemented schools, CAS form 

feelings were mere a technical tasks for teachers and HTs. In upper classes, teachers were 

more concerned to finish course book on time. In doing so, managing time for diagnostic 

testing of students’ performance was challenging.  

Seeking consistencies among teachers in record keeping and testing was an issue in 

evaluating CAS. The practices of record keeping and testing varied from one teacher to 

another. Though there were curriculum based guidelines for marking the test items and 

formative evaluation in lower grades (grade 1 to 3), such guidelines for higher classes were 

not observed. It was challenging task for CDC to make subject/unit/lesson based project-

work models and distribute it to schools and concerned teachers. On the other, to come with 

answer of the question ‘how much to spoon-feed the teachers?’ was an issue. 

5.4 Challenges Involved in Reporting CAS 

Mere making assessment of students’ performances and recording it is not enough. It has to 

follow impactful reporting. In this relation, study observed challenges in reporting marks 

from formative assessment. Mostly, challenge in reporting CAS involved failure of schools to 

distribute descriptive reports of student’s assessment, parents’ poor educational background 

and their ignorance to understand CAS progress reports.  

Distributing descriptive report on students’ progress was the first observed issue in reporting 

CAS. Assessing learners’ achievement as a feedback and reporting learners’ achievement for 

improvement is vital in CAS. However, study found that there was lack of adequate practice 

of descriptive reports. In many cases, there were A, B, or C level under the heading ‘CAS’ in 

report cards. It lacked indicators and remedial measures. 

Revisiting the progress report was also an issue in reporting. Most of the schools, 

particularly the teachers didn’t bother to analyze the outcomes of the assessment, and report 

them properly. Even in relatively CAS-effective schools, reports were not re-visited in terms 

of level wise learning competency of the learners. Same information was largely generalized 

to many students. 

Parents being almost no familiar to CAS were observed as an issue in reporting CAS as well. 

This challenge associated with effective reporting of CAS report was considerably poor 

knowledge of parents on basics of CAS. Most of the parents were reported to expect 

numerical number and test position of their children. As such, on the one hand, parents with 

traditional mindset didn’t accept grade points easily. On the other, in the absence of proper 

orientation, and in the absence of proper indicaters in report cards, they couldn’t understand it 

as well. 

5.5 Challenges Involved in Remediating CAS 
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There were some considerable issues and challanges associated with remediating CAS. 

Mostly, arranging time for constructive remediation, and preparing students' for self 

assessment were challenging. 

To come with proper remedial plan for average performing students was an issue. Making 

remediation and enrichment backed by constructive remedial instructions is integral to 

students learning assessment. However, it demands time and interest from the side of 

teachers. Study found that in non CAS-effective schools poor performing students were 

continuously ignored without any remedial plan. They were promoted in the name of LPP. In 

doing so, they were continuously left behind. In this line, teachers reported that to engage in 

remediation practices and to finish concerned course book on time was challenging in upper 

classes. 

Encouraging students to observe one’s own record and make self-assessment for progress 

was another challenging issue. Students' were not yet backed by general ideas of self-

assessment. It demands some exercise in this area to make students ready for self-assessment. 

Thus, in the present condition, identifying ways for self-assessment, and use it for students' 

further progress was challenging. 

5.6 Challenges Involved in Sustaining CAS 

CAS is not one time poject. It needs continuity. In terms of sustaining CAS, making 

contextual CAS provision, and minimizing growing negativity towards CAS were challnging. 

1. Collaborating the overall needs and contexts of particular school and CAS policies was an 

issue in sustaining CAS. It was observed that national provisions for CAS were seemingly too 

general to meet the contextual needs of particular school. As such, collaborating the overall 

needs and contexts of particular school and CAS policies was an issue. It had also something 

to do with raising the feeling of ownership among teachers to make assessment tools and 

rating scales familiar to them. Addressing this issue may go helpful in minimising growing 

negativity towards CAS among its stakeholders. 

2. Making provision for reward and punishment was another issue in sustaining CAS. Most 

of the stakeholders were with common views that there was almost no provision to reward 

schools and teachers doing well in implementing CAS. There was no provision to punish 

schools and teachers ignoring the provisions. In doing so, CAS was often ignored from 

priority agenda in most of the non CAS-efective schools. As such, making provision for 

reward and punishment so as to sustain CAS was an issue. 

6. STRATEGIC MEASURES TO LINK CAS AND LGS 

Letter grading is internationally recognized system to indicate student’s performance in test. 

Most testing organizations/ educational institutions make use of either five or nine letter 

grades. Recently, the GoN has introduced Letter Grade System (9 letter grades) in the 

Examination at Secondary level (e.g. class 10 final exam) with the decision of National 

Curriculum Development and Evaluation Council on December 9, 2015. 

Finding effective ways so as to integrate CAS (particularly from class 1-7) and Letter 

Grading System (LGS) is another burning issue in present assessment practices in school 
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education of Nepal. In CAS implemented schools there was generally accepted tradition to 

make different column for CAS in progress report cards and assign Grade A, B, or C 

(competent, fairly competent, and not yet competent). It was provisioned in CAS manuals as 

well. However, study suggested that even in CAS-effective schools, criteria to assign grades 

were not suggested in the report cards. Likewise, high range difference between these grades 

was the inherent problem within it, which needed to be specific. Research participants and 

experts suggested to add at least two grade points (e.g., A, B, C, D, and E), and come with 

proper descriptors. Criteria for the grades were to be listed in report cards.  

The percentage score range of each letter grade and description can be given as follows: 

A= 80% and above = Excellent 

B= 60% to 79%  = Very Good 

C= 50% to 59%  = Good 

D= 40% to 49%  = Sufficient 

E= Below 40%  = Not Sufficient 

However, it is important that teachers in each school (focused to their department) work 

together and come with shared understanding on the ways to make it compatible with subject 

specific achievement indicaters, and the ways of its calculation (For example, the ongoing 

practices of making 1, 2, or 3 ticks may be added up to 5 ticks, which is likely to minimize 

the high range differences). Teachers are also to work together to have shared understanding 

of what the grade descriptors mean, and come with subject specific strategies to apply them 

in continuous assessment. For its effective reporting, criteria for the grades, competencies to 

be assessed (e.g., knowledge and understanding, practical skills, attitudes and values, and 

genric competencies) and performance indicators are to be listed in report cards. It insures 

that the grades are awarded consistently across subjects. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In spite of the efforts made at policy level with guidelines and directives, the practice of CAS 

is not without problems. Implementation and monitoring of CAS has remained to be the most 

neglected part. Ineffective implementation of CAS for a long period of time has given space 

for widespread negativity towards it. However, the study shows that there are some few 

serious schools which are implementing CAS successfully. These practices are to be 

implemented by all the schools with closer monitoring and training by the RPs and 

supervisors. Successful implementation of CAS is to be tied up with the success of students 

in terms of quality education and learning outcomes. Effective administration, evaluation, and 

reporting of CAS at school level is the answer to the existing weaknesses of the CAS sytem. 

 8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the lessons learnt from this study three major recommendations in terms of capacity 

building and school-based administration of CAS are suggested.  

1. Capacity building: All perspective teachers have to pass through intensive and 

rigorous training on CAS. It is recommended to make provision of full time course 
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involving the concepts, modalities, and techniques of CAS in teacher preparation 

classes of the universities. Likewise, CDC and NCED need to ensure subject specific 

intensive and regular in-service and ‘on the spot’ trainings on CAS.  Such trainings 

should be handled by experts in the area. 

2. School based administering of CAS: It is recommended to make provision of a 

separate continuous assessment unit in all the schools. It needs to be headed by a 

senior non-teaching staff, who is accountable to the HT. This unit should be 

responsible for systematic recording of all CAS related information of individual 

student; and collect assessment scores from the teachers so as to make entry into the 

students report sheets. This unit can further be supported by school CA committees, 

consisting department heads and section in-charges. Though it sounds economically 

less viable in the context of Nepal, the provision has already worked as effective 

measure of CAS implementation and its sustainability in other developing countries. 

It needs broader debet and discussions in policy level.    

3. Replicating few MGML CAS practices: As department has already implemented 

Multi Grade Multi Level (MGML) practices, some of the seemingly good CAS 

practices of MGML schools (see the section ‘common practices of CAS effective 

schools’ for details) can be replicated to other schools as well. Provisions of group 

assessment, self-assessment, and peer-assessment can possibly be replicated in other 

schools, which may readily minimize the loaded burden of subject teachers in higher 

classes (e.g., class 4- class 7). 

Other recommendations are- 

The CDC may come with CAS friendly subject-specific teacher’s books for every subject.  

RPs needs to ensure timely distribution of necessary manuals. SS and RPs need to make 

proper supervision of CAS activities, ensuring direct in-touch communication and feedbacks 

to teachers.  

Portfolio management and CAS format filling in upper classes (particularly class 4-7) needs 

to be easy. Establishing separate school-based unit may work here. 

Schools may come with progress report card of students that reflects remedial actions taken 

by teachers to improve their learning. For consistency, CDC may design and distribute the 

model of such (descriptive) report cards.  

Concerned bodies have to come with the provision of reward and punishment. HTs and 

teachers who fail to obey rules are to be taken actions. School may make internal provision to 

reward best performing teachers on CAS.  

In making letter grade of students more specific, CDC needs to minimize grade ranges in 

CAS (e.g., A, B, and C only). Instead, it may work for 5 letter grades (e.g., A, B, C, D, and E) 

with proper descriptors and criteria for particular grade. 
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Stepping on the major findings and recommendations of present research, there is need of a 

comprehensive research relating it with education, assessment of students and roles of local 

bodies under federalism. 
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9. ACTION PLAN 

The study concludes that the strategy of CAS can be gainfully employed at the present basic 

education level of Nepal if its implementation mechanism is well spelt out and monitoring of 

its effective implementation is ensured. As stressed in the recommendation of this study 

report, school based effective administering of CAS is the most strategic choice for its 

impactful orientation and utility. In this connection, a sample school action plan for effective 

implementation of CAS is designed as given below. Based on this model, schools may come 

with their own context-friendly action plan. DoE may work in collaboration with DEO, SS, 

and RPs to ensure favourable environment for schools to make their own CAS 

implementation action plan, and work for it. DEO and school supervisors are to be made 

responsible for its effective and timely supervision.  

Sample school action plan for effective implementation of CAS 

School name: ................................ 

School year: ................................. 

Goal: ........................................... 

Objective: ..................................... 

Strategies Activities Person(s) 

Responsible 

Timeline(s) Evaluation 

1.Create a more 

positive school 

climate for CAS 

-Arrange school 

meeting focused 

to CAS 

-Make teachers 

familiar to the 

objectives of CAS 

and its benefit on 

students and 

teachers 

themselves 

- RP/ Head 

teacher/ 

department 

heads  

-Few days 

before the new 

academic year 

begins 

-Initiation taken 

by the teachers 

and department 

heads 

2.Form a 

separate CAS 

unit 

- Assign a staff 

(possibly a non-

teaching senior 

staff), who is 

responsible for 

systematic 

recording of all 

CAS related 

information of 

individual student, 

and make proper 

-HT, deputy 

Head teacher, 

senior non-

teaching staff 

-To the 

beginning of 

new academic 

year 

-Good 

coordination 

among subject 

teachers 

- timely 

recording of 

CAS related 

information 
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coordination 

among subject 

teachers 

3.Ensure subject 

specific in-house 

training on CAS 

-Arrange subject-

specific in house 

teachers training 

on CAS in proper 

coordination of 

RP, CAS unit, 

department heads 

and subject 

teachers  

-RP, CAS unit 

personnel, 

department 

heads and 

subject teacher 

-

NGOs/INGOs 

working in 

this area 

-To the 

beginning of 

new academic 

year 

- Degree of 

comfort felt by 

subject teachers 

in working with 

CAS 

4.Ensure 

teachers 

familiarity to 

assessment 

instruments for 

CAS 

- Design subject 

specific 

observation 

schedule/ record 

sheet 

-Checklists, rating 

scale and rubrics 

-Project works 

-Portfolio 

management and 

profiling 

(few models of 

student progress 

information sheets 

are already 

prepared by CDC 

for grade 1, 2, and 

3) 

-RP, HT, CAS 

unit personnel, 

depart heads 

and grade and 

subject 

teachers 

- During first 

few weeks as the 

course begins 

- Degree of 

comfort felt by 

subject teachers 

in designing/ 

recording 

subject specific 

record sheet, 

checklists, rating 

scales, rubrics, 

project works, 

portfolio 

management and 

profiling 

5.Explore ways 

for effective 

reporting of 

CAS 

-Design CAS 

friendly  

(descriptive) 

students’ progress 

reort card suitable 

for the local 

community 

context 

-Arrange CAS 

-HT, CAS unit 

personnel, 

department 

heads, grade 

and subject 

teachers, SMC 

and PTA 

members 

Before 1st 

quarterly  exam 

-Reflection of 

CAS activities 

in student’s 

progress report 

cards 

-Degree of 

parents’ active 

concern in 

knowing their 
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orientation 

programs for the 

parents 

childrens’ 

progress from 

progress report 

cards. 

6. Exploring 

ways for 

students 

remediation/ 

continuous 

progress 

-Make subject 

specific 

remediation plan 

for poor 

performing 

students and ways 

for continuous 

progress for other 

students 

-Discuss 

individual 

students’ 

performance/ 

problems in 

teachers’ meeting 

and seek effective 

remedials/ 

progress plan  in 

group 

-Arrange 

discussions with 

parents 

HT, CAS unit 

personnel, 

department 

heads, grade 

and subject 

teachers 

After every 

quarterly exam 

and final exam 

-students 

continuous 

progress in 

school activities 

-progress of 

poor performing 

students 

7.Ensure 

sustainability of 

CAS 

implementation 

at school 

- Re-visit yearly 

CAS practices, 

and seek ways for 

further betterment 

in the days ahead 

-Make internal 

provisions to 

reward best 

performing 

subject/ grade 

teachers  and 

punishment to 

those who 

intentionally 

ignore the rules  

-HT, CAS unit 

personnel, 

department 

heads, grade 

and subject 

teachers 

-Monthly staff 

meetings and 

annual meetings 

Regularity of 

CAS activities 

in the school 
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Action plan for central authorities  

As suggested above, this school based action plan for effective implementation of CAS may, 

however, go effective only in case it is well supported and monitored by central authoritative 

bodies. Therefore, these central bodies including MoE, DoE, CDC, and DEO are also 

suggested to come with well coordinated action plan for CAS, which this study stresses as 

imperative for its effective implementation. Few action plans for these bodies include: 

Central Bodies Suggested action/s 

MoE As policy making body, MoE needs to define CAS as integral part 

of basic school education. In stressing CAS as integral to teaching 

and learning at school, it may come with effective policy provisions 

and directives on CAS. 

DoE As this study suggests, DoE needs to work for simplification and 

clarity of CAS tools. It has to come with timely testing and re-

testing of the tools. Monitoring and follow-up of the use of 

suggested tools at school level is the most. 

CDC CDC needs to work for in-built mechanism, where it has to design 

basic school curriculum in a way to make CAS as integral to 

teaching and learning at school. It may come with CAS friendly 

subject-specific teacher’s books for every subject. Likewise, CDC 

may design and distribute the model of descriptive report cards.   

DEO DEO has to work as linking mechanism. It may work for identifying 

seemingly gap between CAS related provisions made by DoE, and 

their actual practices at school. It may collect yearly feedback from 

the schools, and forward it to DoE. 
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cg';Gwfg k|ltj]bgsf] g]kfnLdf ;f/f+z  

d'Vou/L k|fylds ljBfnox¿df sIff 5f8\g] / sIff bf]xf]¥ofpg] b/ Go"g ug{sf nflu nlIft pbf/ 

sIff]Gglt gLltsf] k"/ssf ¿kdf lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnL () sf] bzssf] cGTolt/ cem ljz]if u/L gjf}F 

of]hgf -!((&–@))@_ df ;'?jft ul/Psf] lyof] . kl5 !(((–@))$ sf] cjlwsf] sfo{qmd sfof{Gjog 

of]hgfn] ljBfyL{x¿sf] pknlAwx¿sf] clGtd u|]8 lgwf{/0f ug{sf nflu ;+1fgfTds, efjgfTds / 

dgf]lqmofTds If]qx¿nfO{ Vofn ug]{ Pp6f ;+oGqsf ¿kdf ljBfyL{x¿sf] lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sgnfO{ u'0f:t/Lo 

lzIffsf] d'Vo tTjsf ¿kdf cufl8 a9fof] . 

To;} cg';f/, bzf}F of]hgf -@))@–@))&_ n] clgjfo{ k|fylds lzIff nfu" ePsf kfFr cf]6f lhNnfx¿df 

ul/Psf] k/LIf0f sfo{qmdaf6 l;lsPsf kf7sf cfwf/df @)))÷! af6 lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnL sIff % 

;Dd nfu" ug]{ sfo{qmd Nofof] . tyflk, ljBfyL{sf] pknlAw, sIff 5f]8\g] b/ / pkl:yltdf lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ 

d"Nofª\sgsf] k|efj;DaGwL clGtd k|ltj]bg -kf7\oqmd ljsf; s]Gb|, @))#_ n] lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLn] 

ljBfyL{x¿sf] pknlAwsf] ;'wf/df s'g} lglZrt k|j[lQ gb]vfPsf] s'/f aflx/ Nofof] . To;eGbf kl5 klg 

g]kfnsf] ljBfno If]q ;'wf/ sfo{qmd -@))(–@)!^_ sf] clGtd ;+o'Qm d"Nofª\sg k|ltj]bgn] klg 

lbuf]kgsf] ;'lglZrttfsf nflu lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLsf] dxTjk"0f{ e"ldsf cem} gePsf] lgisif{ lbof] . 

lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLsf] sdhf]/ :jLsfo{tf / lzIfs, ljBfyL{, cleefjs / lg0f{ostf{x¿df /x]sf] 

sdhf]/ a'emfO g} o;f] x'g'sf] d'Vo sf/0f lyof] . 

ljBfno If]q ;'wf/ sfo{qmdaf6 l;s]sf kf7sf cfwf/df xfn sfof{Gjogdf /x]sf] ljBfno If]q ljsf; 

of]hgf -P;P;8LkL, @)!^–@)@#_ sf pNn]Vo /0fgLlts of]hgfx¿ dWo] Pp6f of]hgf lgdf{0ffTds / 

lg0f{ofTds d"Nofª\sg b'j}nfO{ ;Lk / l;sf? s]lGb|t agfpg] s'/fdf hf]8 lbFb} ljBfno If]q ;'wf/ 

sfo{qmdsf] pknlAwdf yk ug'{ /x]sf] lyof] . 

oxL k[i7e"lddf, ljBfnox¿df ljBfyL{x¿sf] lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sgnfO{ ;'b[9 agfpg] k|efjsf/L pkfox¿sf] 

vf]hL ug{sf nflu of] cg';GwfgfTds cWoog ul/Psf] lyof] . o;sf] p2]Zo lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLsf 

;DaGwdf Joj:yf ul/Psf Ifdtf ljsf;sf sfo{qmdx¿, lzIfssf nflu lgb]{lzsf / k/LIf0f ;fwgx¿ 

h:tf ;xof]ux¿, ljBfyL{x¿sf nflu sfo{;~rlosf / ljBfnox¿nfO{ ;xof]u ;+oGq -ljQLo tyf 

k|fljlws_ sf] klxrfg ug'{ /x]sf] lyof] . To;}u/L o;sf] p2]Zo l;s]sf kf7x¿ / lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ 

d"Nofª\sgsf] k|efjsf/L sfof{Gjogsf ;DaGwdf ljBfnox¿n] ;fdgf ul//x]sf d'Vo d'2fx¿sf] klxrfg 

ug'{ /x]sf] lyof] . o;sf] csf]{ p2]Zo ljBfyL{x¿sf] l;sfO / pknlAw clej[l4sf nflu lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sg 

k|0ffnL / cIf/fª\sg k4ltsf] pkof]unfO{ hf]8\g] tl/sfx¿sf] vf]hL ug'{ /x]sf] lyof] . 

of] cWoogdf ljBfno If]q ;'wf/ sfo{qmd -@))(–@)!^_ / ljBfno If]q ljsf; of]hgf -@)!^–@)#)_ sf 

b:tfj]hx¿ / lzIff P]g -cf7f}F ;+zf]wg, @)&#_ nfO{ ;Gbe{ ;fdu|Lx¿sf] ¿kdf pkof]u ul/Psf] lyof] . 

ljBfyL{sf] pknlAw, sIff 5f8\g] b/ / pkl:yltdf lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] k|efj;DaGwL clGtd 

k|ltj]bg -kf7\oqmd ljsf; s]Gb|, @))#_,  g]kfnsf] ljBfno If]q ;'wf/ sfo{qmd -@))(–@)!^_ sf] clGtd 

;+o'Qm d"Nofª\sg k|ltj]bg h:tf cg';Gwfg k|ltj]bgx¿ / cfGtl/s cg'udg k|ltj]bgx¿sf] cWoog 

ul/Psf] lyof] . of] cWoogdf lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg sfo{qmd k'l:tsf, @)%^, lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ 

d"Nofª\sg lzIfs tflnd k'l:tsf, @)%^, lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg lzIfs lgb]{lzsf, @)%^ / lg/Gt/ 

ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|lzIfs lgb]{lzsf, @)%^ sf] cWoog ul/Psf] lyof] . To;}u/L lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg 

sfof{Gjog lgb]{lzsf, @)^*, lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg sfof{Gjog lgb]{lzsf @)&@ / cIf/f+sg k4lt 

sfof{Gjog gLlt sf] klg cWoog ul/Psf] lyof] . 
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cg';Gwfg ljlw  

of] cg';Gwfg tLg km/s r/0fx¿df ;DkGg ul/Psf] lyof] . k|f/lDes r/0fdf tYofª\ssf ;|f]tx¿sf] 

klxrfg, gd'gf lhNnfx¿sf] 5gf]6 / cfsf/ lgwf{/0f, cg';Gwfgsf ;fwgx¿ lgdf{0f / ;do ;Ldf lgwf{/0f, 

;DjlGwt lj1x¿sf nflu kl/rofTds sfo{zfnf / ;fwgx¿sf] k/LIf0f h:tf sfo{x¿ ul/Psf lyP . 

lhNnfx¿ -hDdf * cf]6f lhNnfx¿_ / ljBfnox¿ -hDdf #@ cf]6f ljBfnox¿_ sf] gd'gf 5gf]6 

p2]Zod"ns tl/sfaf6 ul/Psf] lyof] h; cg';f/ k|f/lDes sIff k9fO sfo{qmd nfu" ePsf b'O{ cf]6f 

lhNnfx¿ / k|To]s k|b]zaf6 sDtLdf Pp6f lhNnf kg]{ u/L ;a} ef}uf]lns If]qx¿ cyf{t\ lxdfn, kxf8 / 

t/fO{ ;d]l6Psf lyP . of] cWoogsf] gd'gfsf] cfwf/e"t PsfO ljBfno /x]sf] lyof] / ;f]xL sf/0fn] k|To]s 

gd'gf lhNnfaf6 b'O{ cf]6f zx/L If]qsf / b'O{ cf]6f u|fdL0f If]qsf kg]{ u/L rf/ rf/ cf]6f ljBfnox¿ 

5gf]6 ul/Psf] lyof] . 

To;}u/L, d"Nofª\sgsf] r/0fdf :ynut e|d0f, ;DalGwt / d'Vo ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿;Fu cGt/jftf{÷nlIft 

;d"x 5nkmn, juL{s/0f / sf]l8ª ug]{ / s]xL cWoog k|ltj]bgx¿ / k|sfzgx¿;Fu ;fGble{s d'Vo 

lqmofsnfkx¿sf] ljZn]if0f ug]{ sfo{x¿ ul/Psf] lyof] . cjwf/0ff lgdf{0f / JofVof dfkm{t u'0ffTds 

tYofª\sx¿sf] JofVof / ljZn]if0f ul/Psf] lyof] . -s_ juL{s/0f / sf]l8ª, / -v_ d'Vo cg'ejx¿sf] 

ljZn]if0fsf dfWodaf6 :ynut e|d0faf6 k|fKt tYofª\sx¿sf] ljZn]if0f ul/Psf] lyof] . :ynut e|d0faf6 

k|fKt cg'ejx¿nfO{ cg';Gwfg k|of]hgsf nflu ;'?df cWoog ul/Psf lgb]{lzsf b:tfj]hx¿sf 

k|fjwfgx¿;Fu lg/Gt/ t'ngf ul/Psf] lyof] . 

cGTodf, ;+If]kLs/0fsf] r/0fdf clGtd ljZn]if0f / lj1x¿ tyf sfof{Gjogstf{x¿;Fu cWoogsf lgisif{x¿ 

cfbfgk|bfg ug]{ / k|ltj]bg n]vgsf sfo{x¿ ul/Psf lyP . 

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf k|fjwfgx¿ 

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf k|fjwfgx¿;DaGwL If]qsf ;"rgf / lzIfs / cGo ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf] b[li6sf]0f 

ljleGg pkljifox¿ M -!_ cjwf/0ffut :ki6tf -@_ Ifdtf ljsf;sf lgb]{lzsfx¿ / k/LIf0fsf ;fwgx¿ -

#_ ljBfyL{ sfo{;~rlosf / -$_ ;xfotf ;+oGq cGtu{t cWoog ul/Psf] lyof] . cWoogsf d'Vo lgisif{x¿ 

lgDgfg';f/ /x]sf lyP M 

 clwsf+z lzIfs / k|wfgfWofksx¿n] lgdf{0ffTds d"Nofª\sgnfO{ s]jn cf}krfl/stfsf ¿kdf dfq 

lnP . pgLx¿n] lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgnfO{ ljBfyL{d}qL l;sfO / d"Nofª\sgsf dfWodsf ¿kdf 

:jLsf/]g\ . ljifout lzIfsx¿n] lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\gnfO{ yk af]emsf ¿kdf dfq lnP . 

cleefjsx¿n] lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg eg]sf] …k6s k6s k/LIff lng]Ú / ljBfyL{x¿n] lg/Gt/ 

ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg eg]sf] …k/LIff glbOsg k/LIff pQL0f{ ug]{Ú eGg] a'em]sf lyP .  

 lglZrt ljifodf s]lGb|t tflnd -ljBfnodf k|bz{g÷ljifo s]lGb|t_ sf] cefj b]lvof] . tflnd 

sfo{qmdx¿n] ;a} ljifo lzIfssf cfjZostfx¿ ;dfj]z -;Daf]wg_ u/]sf lyPgg\ . To:tf 

tflndx¿ ;DalGwt kf7\oqmd;Fu ;DalGwt u/fpFb} k|Zg lgdf{0f ug]{ tl/sfx¿ l;Sgsf nflu 

ckof{Kt -cyf{t\ clt g} ;fwf/0f_ lyP . tflndx¿nfO{ d"Nofª\sg / k[i7kf]if0fdfkm{t ;xof]u 

pknAw lyPg . tTIf0fsf] k|bz{gdfkm{t tflndsf nflu ul/Psf] ;xof]u eg] t'ngfTds ¿kdf 

k|efjsf/L lyP .  
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 w]/} lzIfsx¿n] clen]v /fVg] s'/fdf a9L rf;f] b]vfPsf lyP . w]/}h;f] lzIfsx¿nfO{ lg/Gt/ 

ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\gsf] kmf/d eg]{ sfo{ ha{h:tL nufOPsf] lyof] . lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg 

sfof{Gjog ul/Psf ljBfnox¿df klg ljBfyL{x¿sf k|ult kmf/dx¿ k|fljlws p2]Zosf nflu dfq 

cfjlws k/LIffsf ;dodf dfq el/Psf lyP . w]/} lzIfsx¿ -/ k|wfgfWofksx¿ klg_ s'g} 

ljBfyL{n] Pp6f ljifodf k|fKt u/]sf] 7Ls lrGxx¿sf] s"n hf]8nfO{ k/LIffsf] glthf;Fu s:tf 

tl/sfx¿af6 ldNbf] agfpg] eGg] ;DaGwdf :ki6 lyPgg\ . w]/}h;f] cj:yfdf ljBfyL{x¿sf ;d:of 

kQf nufpgsf nflu lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf kmf/dx¿ km]l/ x]g]{ sfo{ ul/Pg / To;} sf/0fn] 

;'wf/fTds tl/sfx¿ d'lZsnn] ckgfOP . 

  sfo{ ;~rlosfsf] k|of]u k|wfgfWofksx¿ / lzIfsx¿ b'j}nfO{ Pp6f k|fljlws sfo{ / 

cf}krfl/stf dfq ag]sf] lyof] . s]xL ljBfnox¿df sfo{;~rlosfsf] Joj:yfkg tNnf sIffx¿ -

sIff ! b]lv sIff # ;Dd_ df dfq /fd|f] b]lvof] . lzIfs / k|wfgfWofksx¿ k/LIffsf] glthf;Fu 

ldNbf] x'g] u/L sfo{;~rlosfsf] d"Nofª\sg ug]{ tl/sfx¿sf af/]df :ki6 lyPgg\ . clwsf+z 

cleefjsx¿nfO{ pgLx¿sf afnaflnsfx¿sf] ljBfnodf /flvPsf] sfo{;~rlosf pknAw 

u/fOPsf] lyPg jf pgLx¿ To; ;DaGwdf cgle1 lyP . s]xL ljBfnox¿df ljBfyL{x¿sf] 

sfo{;~rlosf Knfl:6s emf]nfdf ;+sng u/L /flvPsf lyP . 

  lgb]{lzsfx¿df lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLsf] k|efjsf/L sfof{Gjogsf nflu x/]s ;DalGwt 

lgsfox¿ / JolQmx¿sf lhDd]jf/Lx¿ :ki6 ¿kdf lbOPsf] lyof] . tyflk, ljBfno lg/LIfs / 

;|f]t JolQmx¿ cGo k|zf;lgs sfo{df Jo:t lyP / ;f]xL sf/0fn] lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg 

k|0ffnLsf] ;'kl/j]If0f / cg'udg ;+oGq k|efjsf/L x'g ;s]sf] lyPg . lhNnf lzIff sfof{no, 

lg/LIfs / ;|f]t JolQmx¿n] lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnL;Fu ;DalGwt cfGtl/s tflndx¿sf] 

;~rfng u/]sf lyPgg\ . kl/of]hgf sfo{ / ljBfyL{x¿sf] dgf];fdflhs ljsf;sf nflu 

ljBfnox¿nfO{ cfjZos ljQLo÷k|fljlws ;xfotfsf] cefj lyof] . 

 ljBfno Joj:yfkg ;ldltsf ;b:ox¿nfO{ lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf cEof;x¿sf af/]df 

hfgsf/L sd lyof] / ljBfnodf lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] sfof{Gjogsf ;DaGwdf ljBfno 

Joj:yfkg ;ldltnfO{ hfgsf/L lbg s'g} klg txaf6 s'g} sfo{qmdx¿ ;~rfng ul/Psf lyPgg\ . 

To;}n] pgLx¿af6 /rgfTds ;'emfjx¿ kfpg ;lsPg . lgdf{0ffTds d"Nofª\sgsf] cy{ / p2]Zosf 

af/]df pko'Qm cled'vLs/0fsf] cefjdf ljBfnox¿n] cleefjsx¿af6 s'g} klg ;xof]u k|fKt 

u/]sf lyPgg\ . 

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnL k|efjsf/L /x]sf ljBfnosf cEof;x¿ 

gd'gf 5gf]6 ul/Psf ljBfnox¿dWo] lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLsf] sfof{Gjogdf t'ngfTds ¿kdf 

/fd|f] ug]{ dflgPsf s]xL ljBfnox¿ p2]Zod"ns 9ª\uaf6 5gf]6 ul/of] . lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] 

k|efjsf/L sfof{Gjog gePsf ljBfnox¿sf] t'nggfdf lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] k|efjsf/L sfof{Gjog 

ePsf ljBfnosf cEof;x¿ km/s b]lvPsf lyP . lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] k|efsf/L sfof{Gjog ePsf 

ljBfnox¿sf ;femf cEof;x¿ lgDg lyP M 

- ljBfnodf cfwfl/t sfo{;~rfng of]hgfsf cfwf/df lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgnfO{ Jojl:yt 

agfPsf] lyof] . clwsf+z ljBfnosf cfkm\g} z}lIfs Sofn]G8/x¿ lyP h;df dlxgfsf] Psk6s 

:6fkm a}7s ug]{ tflnsf lyof] . 5nkmnsf sfo{;"rL lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf cEof;x¿df 

s]lGb|t lyP .  
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- o:tf ljBfnosf k|wfgfWofksx¿ ljBfnodf lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg sfof{Gjog ug{ pT;'s / 

pTk|]l/t lyP / ToxfF lzIfsx¿ k|wfgfWofksk|lt pQ/bfoL /x]sf] kfOof] . lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ 

d"Nofª\sgsf lgb]{lzsfx¿ / clen]v kmfOnx¿ ;dod} ljt/0f ul/Psf] lyof] . lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ 

d"Nofª\sgsf ;fwgx¿nfO{ ;/n / Joj:yfkg ug{ ;lsg] lsl;dsf] agfOPsf] lyof] / To;sf 

nflu pknAw ;|f]tx¿sf] pRrtd pkof]u ul/Psf] lyof] . 

- pbf/ sIff]Gglt gLltsf] k|fjwfgsf afah'b o:tf clwsf+z ljBfnox¿n] ljBfyL{x¿n] sIff 

r9\gsf nflu cfjZos Go"gtd cfjZostfx¿ k"/f u/]kl5 dfq -sIff ! b]lv # ;Dddf klg_ sIff 

r9fPsf lyP . l;sf?x¿n] cfwf/e"t ;Ifdtfx¿ xfl;n ug{ g;s]sf sltko cj:yfdf sIff 

bf]xf]¥ofpg] ljsNk /x]sf] lyof] . k|foh;f] Go"gtd cfjZostfx¿ xfl;n ug{ g;Sg] ljBfyL{x¿sf 

cleefjsx¿nfO{ ;'wf/fTds pkfox¿sf af/]df 5nkmn ug{ af]nfOPsf] lyof] . 

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] k|efjsf/L sfof{Gjog ePsf ljBfnox¿nfO{ klg dflyNnf sIffx¿ -cyf{t, 

sIff $ b]lv sIff & ;Dd_ df o;sf] sfof{Gjogdf sl7gfO /x]sf] s'/f of] cWoogn] lgisif{ lgsfNof] . 

To;}u/L, d"Nofª\sg / >]0fL lgwf{/0f ug]{ cEof;x¿ d"ntM k|fljlws / a9L ;do nfUg] vfnsf lyP . t;y{, 

dflyNnf sIffx¿df lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLsf k|fjwfgx¿ ;/n / Jojl:yt ug{ ;lsg] x'g' 

cfjZos lyof] . oL w]/} ;fwgx¿ -xflh/L, Jojxf/df cfPsf] kl/jt{g, l;h{gfTds sfo{, kl/of]hgf sfo{ / 

sIff ;xeflutf_ sf] k|of]u ug'{sf] ;f6f] s]xL ;fwgx¿nfO{ Jojl:yt ug{ ;lsg] u/L kmf/ddf 36fpg 

;lsG5 . o;sf nflu, xflh/L, Jojxf/df cfPsf] kl/jt{g / sIff ;xeflutfnfO{ cjnf]sg kmf/ddf ;d]6\g 

;lsG5 . lzIfsx¿n] ljifo ljz]ifsf kl/of]hgf sfo{ / sfo{;~rlossfsf] Joj:yfkg pgLx¿nfO{ ;xh / 

kx'Frof]Uo x'g] u/L yk sfo{ ug{ ;S5g\ . o;sf cnfjf, lzIff ljefun] ax'sIff ax':t/ cEof;sf] 

sfof{Gjog ul/;s]sfn] ljleGg ;do -h:t}– gofF ljifoj:t' ;'? ug'{ cufl8, ;'? eO;s]kl5 aLrdf, 

ljifoj:t' ;lsPkl5 cGTodf / q}dfl;s kl/Iff jf z}lIfs ;qsf] cGTodf_ ax'sIff ax':t/ ljBfnosf 

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf cEof;x¿ -h:t}– JolQmut d"Nofª\sg, ;fd"lxs d"Nofª\sg, :j–d"Nofª\sg / 

;xkf7L d"Nofª\sg_ cg's/0f ug{ ;lsG5 . tyflk, d"Nofª\sgsf] ljsNksf ¿kdf ax'sIff ax':t/sf lg/Gt/ 

ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] sfof{Gjogsf nflu pko'Qm z}Ifl0fs tflnd / ;fdu|Lx¿sf] cfjZostf kb{5 .   

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLsf] sfof{Gjogsf d'Vo d'2f tyf r'gf}tLx¿ 

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLsf k|fawfgx¿;DaGwL / lzIfs, k|wfgfWofks / cGo ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf 

b[li6sf]0f / cEof;x¿sf] cWoogkl5sf] lgisif{sf cfwf/df lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLsf] 9fFrf 

tof/ ug]{, sfof{Gjog ug]{, d"Nofª\sg ug]{, k|ltj]bg tof/ ug]{, ;'wf/ ug]{ / lbuf] agfpg] ;DaGwdf /x]sf 

d'Vo d'2fx¿ / r'gf}tLx¿ klxrfg ul/Psf lyP . 

– 9fFrf tof/ ug]{ M lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf d'2f / r'gf}tLx¿dWo]sf] Pp6f d'Vo d'2f / r'gf}tL 

eg]sf] k|efjsf/L tl/sfaf6 lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg / pbf/ sIff]Gglt gLltsf] PsLs/0f ug'{ 

lyof] . of] cWoogn] s] ;'emfPsf] lyof] eg] sIff gr9fOPsf l;sfO sl7gfO ePsf l;sf¿x¿nfO{ 

sIff r9fOPsf] eP k|ult ug{ ;Sg] cj:yfdf /x]sf] lyP . tyflk, cGo s]xL cj:yfx¿df 

cfwf/e"t ;Ifdtfx¿sf nflu sIff bf]xf]¥ofpg' g} ;dfwfg lyof] . t;y{, sd pknlAw ePsf 

ljBfyL{x¿nfO{ sIff r9fpg' / pgLx¿n] l;sfO ;xfotf kfpg] ;'lglZrt ug'{ r'gf}tLk"0f{ lyof] . 

To:t}u/L, ;Gbe{ cg';f/ lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf lgb]{lzsf / kf7\oqmd ljsf; ug'{ / 

ljBfnodf s]lGb|t tflndsf] Kofs]hx¿ lgdf{0f ug'{ csf]{ d'2f lyof] . slxn]sfxLF, lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ 

d"Nofª\sgsf /fli6«o k|fjwfgx¿ lglZrt cj:yfdf /x]sf ljBfnosf] ljlzi6 ljz]iftfx¿sf] lgSs} 

k|lts"n /x]sf lyP . csf]{tkm{ s]Gb|Lo lgsfox¿n] ;a} ljBfnodf Ps¿ktf ;'lglZrt ug'{ lyof] .  

– sfof{Gjog ug]{ M dflyNnf sIffx¿df -sIff $ b]lv sIff & ;Dd_ sfo{;~rlosf Joj:yfkg / 

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLsf] kmf/d eg]{ sfo{ r'gf}tLk"0f{ lyof] . Pp6} sIffdf k9fpg] 
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ljifout lzIfx¿aLrsf] pko'Qm ;dGjosf] cefjn] sl7gfO pTkGg ePsf] s'/f cWoogn] b]vfof] . 

o:tf] cGt/nfO{ 36fpgsf nflu pko'Qm k|zf;lgs ;+oGqsf] h?/L /xsf] 5 . ljifo lzIfsx¿n] 

pknAw u/fPsf ljBfyL{x¿sf] pknlAwsf] clen]vx¿sf] clen]v /fVg / x/]s ljBfyL{x¿sf] 

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] k|ult k|ltj]bg tof/ kfg{sf nflu ljBfnox¿af6 ;lqmo ;'?jft / 

:t/ lgoGq0f / lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf lqmofsnfkx¿sf] ;dGjo ug{sf nflu 5'6\6} 

k|zf;lgs PsfOsf] :yfkgf cfjZos t/ r'gf}tLk"0f{ /x]sf] 5 . ljBfnox¿n] o;sf nflu cfjZos 

yk ;|f]tx¿ h'6fpg' cfjZos 5 . 

– d"Nofª\sg ug]{ M ljBfyL{sf pknlAwx¿sf] lgbfgfTds k/LIf0fsf nflu ;do Joj:yfkg ug]{ sfo{ 

r'gf}tLk"0f{ lyof] . cjnf]sg tflnsfx¿, ?h' ;"rLx¿, /]l6ª :s]n / ?la|s h:tf d"Nofª\sgsf 

;fwgx¿sf] ;/nLs/0f ug'{kg]{ cfjZostf /x]sf] s'/f cWoogn] b]vfof] . Psftkm{, tL ?h' 

;"rLx¿n] ljBfyL{ pknlAwsf ;a} kIfx¿ ;d]6\g'kg]{ 5 eg] csf]{tkm{ of] ;/n / Joj:yfkg ug{sf 

nflu ;lhnf] klg x'g'k5{ . lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] d"Nofª\sgsf ;Gbe{df of] k|foh;f] b]lvg] 

d'2f xf] . 

– k|ltj]bg tof/ ug]{ M ljBfyL{x¿sf] k|ultsf ;DaGwdf ljj/0ffTds k|ltj]bgsf] cefj k|ltj]bg 

tof/ ug]{ ;DaGwdf /x]sf] Pp6f d'2f xf] . ljBfyL{x¿sf JolQmut l/kf]6{ sf8{ -lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ 

d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnLsf] k|efjsf/L sfof{Gjog ePsf ljBfnox¿df klg_ df kof{Kt ljj/0f lbg] 

zAbx¿sf] cefj /x]sf] b]lvof] . lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg zLif{s /x]sf] 5'6\6f5'6\6} sf]nddf s, 

v jf u >]0fLdfq b]lvP . o;df k|ultsf] JofVof, -;'wf/_ of]hgf / sd pknlAw xfl;n ug]{ 

ljBfyL{sf nflu ;'emfjx¿sf] cefj /x]sf] b]lvof] . tyflk, lzIfsx¿nfO{ a9L ;do nfUg] ePsfn] 

of] r'gf}tLk"0f{ /x]sf] 5 . o;;Fu ;DalGwt lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] csf]{ d'2f / r'gf}tL eg]sf] 

ljBfyL{x¿sf] l;sfO d"Nofª\sgsf] cleGg c+usf] ¿kdf /rgfTds tyf ;'wf/fTds lzIf0faf6 

;xfotf k'¥ofOg] u/L pkrf/fTds lzIf0f / ;anLs/0f ug'{ xf] .  

– lbuf] agfpg] M ljBfno ljz]ifsf ;du| cfjZostf / kl/j]z / lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf 

gLltx¿aLr tfnd]n ldnfpg] sfo{ lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgnfO{ lbuf] agfpgsf nflu dxTjk"0f{ 

5 . d"Nofª\sgsf ;fwgx¿ / /]l6ª :s]n lgdf{0fsf nflu lzIfsx¿aLr ckgTjsf] efjgf 

a9fpg'kg]{ cfjZostfdf cWoogn] hf]8 lbPsf] lyof] . lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf ;DaGwdf 

;/f]sf/jfnfx¿aLrsf] a9\bf] gsf/fTdstf sd ug]{ o;sf] lbuf]kgf a9fpg] csf]{ tl/sf xf] . of] 

klg r'gf}tLk"0f{ /x]sf] 5 lsgeg] ljBfnox¿df lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] em08} b'O{ bzssf] 

sdhf]/ sfof{Gjogsf] h8 o;k|lt ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿df /x]sf] gsf/fTdstf xf] .   

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnL / cIf/fª\sg k4ltsf] k|of]unfO{ hf]8\g]  

cWoogaf6 s] kQf nfUof] eg] lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnL sfof{Gjog ePsf ljBfnodf ;fdfGotof 

k|ult l/kf]6{ sf8{df lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf nflu 5'6\6} sf]nd agfpg] / s, v, jf u >]0fL k|bfg ug]{ 

ul/Psf] 5 . of] ;'wf/sf nflu eGbf klg t'ngfsf nflu ug]{ s'/ftkm{ lgb]{lzt 5 . oBlk, lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ 

d"Nofª\sgsf] cfwf/e"t s'/f eg]sf] lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] k|ult l/kf]6{ sf8{sf] p2]Zo t'ngfTds 

>]0fLs/0fsf nflu >]0fL lbg' xf]Og . To;}u/L, >]0fL k|bfg ug]{ cfwf/x¿ l/kf]6{ sf8{df lbOPsf 5}gg\ . o:tf 

>]0fLx¿aLr pRr :t/sf] km/s x'g' g} o;df /x]sf] Pp6f ;d:of xf], To:tf] km/s ljlzi6 x'g'kb{5 . 

cg';Gwfgsf ;xefuLx¿ / lj1x¿n] c? b'O{ cf]6f >]0fLx¿ -s, v, u, 3, ª_ yKg'kg]{ / To:tf >]0fLsf] 

JofVof ug]{ pko'St zAbx¿ -pbfx/0fsf nflu, pTs[i6, w]/} /fd|f], /fd|f], kof{Kt, ckof{Kt_ x'g'kg]{ s'/f ;'emfP 

. >]0fLsf nflu cfwf/x¿, d"Nofª\sg ul/g] ;Ifdtfx¿ -pbfx/0fsf nflu 1fg / af]w, k|of]ufTds ;Lkx¿, 

clej[lQ / d"No / ;fdfGo ;Ifdtfx¿_ / pknlAw ;"rsx¿ l/kf]6{ sf8{df ;"rLs[t ul/g'k5{ . 

;'emfjx¿ 
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of] cWoogaf6 l;s]sf kf7sf cfwf/df Ifdtf ljsf; / lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] ljBfnodf cfwfl/t 

sfof{Gjogsf ;DaGwdf tLg cf]6f d'Vo ;'emfjx¿ k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 M 

!= Ifdtf ljsf; M ;a} efjL lzIfsx¿n] lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnL;DaGwL ;3g / ;'qa4 

tflnd lng'kb{5 . ljZjljBfnosf lzIfs tof/L sIffx¿df lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf 

cjwf/0ff, k|lqmof / tl/sfx¿ ;dfj]z ePsf] k"0f{ sf];{ /flvg' kb{5 . To;}u/L, ;DalGwt 

lgsfox¿n] lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg;DaGwL ljifo ljlzi6 ;3g / lgoldt ;]jfsfnLg / 

sfo{:yndf cfwfl/t tflndx¿sf] ;'lglZrttf ug'{ kb{5 .  

@= ljBfnodf lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] ;~rfng M ;a} ljBfnodf lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sgsf nflu 

Pp6f 5'6\6} zfvfsf] Joj:yf ul/g' kb{5 . ;f] zfvfsf] g]t[Tj lzIfsn] geO{ ljBfnosf jl/i6 

sd{rf/Ln] ug'{kb{5 / k|wfgfWofksk|lt pQ/bfoL x'g' kb{5 . of] zfvf ljBfyL{sf] lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ 

d"Nofª\sg;Fu ;DalGwt JolQmut ljj/0fsf] Jojl:yt clen]vLs/0fsf nflu / lzIfsx¿af6 

d"Nofª\sgsf ljj/0f k|fKt u/L ljBfyL{x¿sf] l/kf]6{l;6df k|ljli6sf nflu lhDd]jf/ x'g'kb{5 . of] 

zfvfnfO{ ljleGg ljifosf ljefuLo k|d'v / sIff OGrfh{x¿ ;lDdlnt lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sg ;ldltn] 

yk ;xof]u ug{ ;S5g\ . of] s'/f g]kfnsf] kl/j]zdf cfly{s ¿kn] Tolt ;Dej gb]lvP tfklg 

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf] sfof{Gjog / To;sf] lbuf]kgsf nflu cGo ljsf;zLn b]zx¿df of] 

k|efjsf/L ljlw ;fljt ePsf] 5 . 

#= ax'sIff ax':t/ sfo{qmdsf lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf cEof;x¿sf] cg's/0f M lzIff ljefun] 

ax'sIff ax':t/ k4lt ;'? ul/;s]sfn] ax'sIff ax':t/ k4lt ckgfPsf ljBfnon] cjnDag u/]sf 

lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sgsf sltko c;n cEof;x¿ cGo ljBfnox¿df klg nfu" ug{ ;lsG5 -

lj:t[t ljj/0fsf nflu …lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª \sg k|0ffnL k|efjsf/L /x]sf ljBfnosf cEof;x¿Ú 

v08 x]g'{xf]nf_ . ;d"x d"Nofª\sg, :j–d"Nofª\sg / ;xkf7L d"Nofª\sgsf] k|fjwfgnfO{ cGo 

ljBfnox¿df klg nfu" ug{ ;lsG5, h;n] dflyNnf sIffx¿ -sIff $–&_ df ljifo lzIfssf] ef/ 

;xh ¿kdf sd ug]{5 .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

;+lIfKt ¿kx¿ 

lalkOkL  cfwf/e"t tyf k|fylds lzIff sfo{qmd 

l;PP;  lg/Gt/ d"Nofª\sg k|0ffnL÷lg/Gt/ ljBfyL{ d"Nofª\sg 

l;l8;L  kf7\oqmd ljsf; s]Gb| 

l8Ocf]  lhNnf lzIff sfof{no 
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l8cf]O  lzIff ljefu 

OhLcf/kL k|f/lDes sIff k9fO sfo{qmd 

O;LO8L  k|f/lDes afn ljsf; lzIff 

OPkmP  ;a}sf nflu lzIff 

PkmhL8L -h\_ nlIft ;d"x 5nkmn -x¿_ 

PnhLP; cIf/fª\sg k|0ffnL 

Pdcf]O  lzIff dGqfno 

Pgl;O8L z}lIfs hgzlQm ljsf; s]Gb| 

lkcfOkL  sfo{qmd sfof{Gjog of]hgf 

lkl6P  lzIfs cleefjs ;+3 

P;P;l8kL ljBfno If]q ljsf; of]hgf 

P;P;cf/kL ljBfno If]q ;'wf/ sfo{qmd 

cf/;L  ;|f]t s]Gb| 

cf/kL -h\_ ;|f]t JolQm-x¿_ 

P;P;   ljBfno lg/LIfs 

l6lk8L  lzIfssf] k]zfut ljsf; 

 

 


